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lumni call for
Cheek's
ouster
Protest sparks doubtS ofpresident's leadership
'

By Gale P. Mitchell
Hilltop Staff Reporter
A group calling themselves <.::on-

c;erned Howard Alumni have asked

•

for the resignation of Dr. James
Cheek as president of the university.
The resignations of Carl Anderson,
Vice President for Student Affairs,
'and Howard's track team coach William Moultrje have also been requested .
The effort, according to The Baltimore Sun, is led by Dr. Donald
Frisby,

a

dermatologist in

the

Washington metro area and a graduate of Howard's medical .school.

Frisby heads a committee of about 20

••

'
I

Corp.and a graduate of the university's school of business.
Both men were
unable to be
'
reached for comment.
'•• 1 think that James E. Cheek will
be president for a long, long time,''
said Alan ·Hermesch, Howard's
ditector for university relations . ''I
don 't know if there is a university in
this country that doesn't have a couple of alumni who disagree with the
president. For every two alumni who
disagree, there are 100 that like Dr.
Cheek.''
Among alumoi j opinions and
thoughts on the call for CheekS resignation varied.
)·
'' I don't think that Cheek sl1ould

1
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Howard alumni. Another effoit is
~ being led by barryl Wiggins, an ac- ·
count representative for Xerox see Alurnni, page 10
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Run•off victors, Daniel Goodwin and Joseph Branch, 'hope to unify students during their 1989-90 'HUSA term.
•

•

'Pinnacle'
succeeds
in
Trus.tees convene
to find solutions
. .

.

.

'

.
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''The Pinnacle;.: .received 62 perHilltop Staff Reporter
cent of the 1,140 HUSA votes.
Dunmore, a third-year medical
The top two positions of the
student from the District, captured
Howard University Student - 46.3 percent of · votes ' ast for
Association have been filled by
the graduate tr4stee post. She said
, Daaiel Goodwin and Joesph
that she was very honored to have
Branch, while Jackie Dunmore
·been elected.
·
captured the graduate trustee post.
Daniel Goo(1,win, a junior
Goodwin and Branch will serve
political science major from Sparas HUSA president and vicetanburg, S.C.,. said , '' I'm very ·
"""" president for the 1989-90 school
happy with the run-off elections.''
year. They defeated the slate of
Branch, a seni.or (inarice major
Van Johnson and Brian Watkins
from Memphis, Tenn., said,
Wednesday in a run-off election
''With the help of the student
because neither of the teams
body, our dr~am ~has become a
•received
the required 51 percent of . . reality-a reality that will be active
'
the student vote in the primary
to the st udent s' interests .by the .
election held on .Mar . 8.
new administration serv ing and
In the primaries, Good~n and
not just sitting." •
Branch received 47 percent of the
Goodwin and Br~n c h agreed
student vote while Johnson and
that the victory is.not solely theirs,
Watkins obtained 27 percent. _· but is also one for the student
However, in the run-off elections,
'body.
Andrea Morehead

the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson AdBy Rachel L. Swarns
ministration Building for three days.
and Shelia Maxwell
The students protested the apHilltop Staff Reporters
pointment of Republican National
111 an emergen9)' board meeting Com mittee Chariman Lee Atwater,
held Wednesday, Howard 's board of who subsequently resigned, along
trustees discus·sed its concerns about with poor dormitory, security and
poor dormitory conditions, slow pro- fina ncial aid Conditions.
cessing of financial aid and meager
Seventeen of the 32 trustees
"security.
.
gatQered for the three-hour meeting
Echoing complaints raised by stu- that began at 9 a.m. on the fourt~
dent prutestie,rs last week, the ~oard noor of the administration buildirig.
said in a whtten staten1ent that 1t had
In a written St~ tement, the board
authoiized the university last_ said it, ''has instriucted the president
September to borrow $61 million for and the_ entire uf\iveisity and the addorm renovat'i·o ns and has hired ar- ministration that the current prochitects to design two new residence blems will .not reoccur in the futlire. ''
halls.
I
The board also expressed concern
· Board chairman Jolin E. Jacob abou t the dormitory conditions , and
called members last Friday to meet
after nearly 3,000 students occupied see Trustees, page 10

<

crucial part in the development of
Howard University, and they want
to change the stereotypical views
of some students so that HUSA
will be seen as an entity that serves
its purpose. ,
,
The newly elected admihistrators said this purpose will
be apparent when they help to
''bring a new look to HUSA, ''
Branch said.
·•
''We look forward to continued
s·upport from the student body for
the next year, for the new look will
b.e geared toward truly unifying t.
the campus,'' Goodwin said.
·-''
The duo, who will officially
take office May 13, said.. the '
University-Wide Senate program
. will help to Co nsolidatF the
campus.
'
This program will allow student
leaders in various campus associa-

' '
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F~er Vincent Hanis speaks at memorial service for Ray held yesterday.
•

Shown Ray

Faculty, friends remember poetry,
love · of student Shawn -·Ray, _.23

K

.
Al
d
5
• imone
exan er

By Shelia Maxwell
HiUtop Staff Reporter

•

... Very little good was said

•

about him,

very little known.
and so i, in his image,·

must create my own.

··' ' blk man's hislory•• by Shawn L.
Ray

The friends, former instructors,
and coworkers of Shawn Lamonte
Ray gathered in Rankin Chapel at
11 a.m . Thursday to give tribute
to the late Howard University student, writer, director, public
speaker and poet .
Ray died Tuesday, March 7 in
the Howard University Hospital
from a stomach virus complicated by acquired immune deficien-

cy syndrome (AIDS).

'

The 23-year-old seriior was an
English major who, in January of
1986, transferred to the uriiversity from Los Angeles City College
where he had obtained an Associate Arts degree in Af.rO-American
Studies.
'
Upon coming to Howard, Ray
joined the Martin Luther King Jr .
Forensics Society. After three
years of practicing and performing
in competitions, he became the
team's assistant coac h. Ray had
attended the National Forensics
Qualifyin& Tournament four cohsecutive years.
Those who knew Ray say that
he was an exceptionaJ performer
and person, --one -w ho would
speak his mind or debate a point
vigorously so much so that, during the memorial service, Joni

.

I

tiol'ls, along with faculty nd administrators, to meet in a for um
setting to share their views and
concerns.
.G oodwin and Branch hope that
this program will initiate more effective communiCation across t'he
campus in an effort to better the
Howard community.
Dunmore too hopes that her
position as graduate trustee will
allow her to be an effective voice
on the board of trustees.
''I would like to be an effective
communicator by accurately voicing graduate stuents' concerns to
·the board. This also will come true
by my voting in a manner that
would benefit the st_ydents, '' Dunmore said .
~
Other program s Goodwin and

After the
revolution
pg.2 .

••

see HUSA, page JO ,

schedu~~
dent. Students in other schools
should go to their respective schools
to reserve classes.
:•
Registration concludbs with payment of tuition and fees before the
end of the summer. The deadline for
payment is August 9, 19.89, "three
months after the ~·nd of this semester.
·~If students follow this procedure
they will avoid the lines, closed
classes and other time consuming exercises which result from not following the procedures," he said.
Franklin also emphasized, ''The
registrar's office relies heavily on
mail services lo communicate with
students, so it is critical that students
maintain current addresses and indicate suc}l changes on the form provided . ifit~e registration packets.''
New students and those who will
be registered next semester will be
allowed to pre-register between mid

I

'

see Register, page 11

· Jones, "coach of the speech team
said she visualized him spiritually
mingling with great deceased
African-American writers .

HiUtop

Reporter

•

Alonza· Robertson has been
selecied as editor-in-chief of The

"I'd like lo think that he a•d·
Lorraine Hansberry. are having
· breakfast .. . that he has. thanked
Harriet Tubman and hugged
Sojourner Truth,'' she said. ''I
know that he has found Frederick
Douglass and told him how he'(jl
like to redirect that narrative ... and
he is standing side by side with
James BaJdwin in a room that they
have created by their own maki11g," She said.
According .to his teammates, the
poet helped to create a type of family feeling for the team. Senior

St~ff

•

Hilltop for the 1989-90 school year. said.

Robettsoo, a junior majoring in
print -journalis.m with a minor in
.' business administration, has worked
.'extensively with rrhe Hilltop since;_ his
freshman year.
have put a lot of hours in that
house. It 'has been a long hard road,
but thiS is the reward '' said thC
21-year-old· Florida nati~e.
Ro,b ertson's duties at The Hilltop
have included staff reparter, produciion assistant, photographer, campus
J editor and manciging editor-the position which he currently holds. He
feels his experience.will enable-him to
be a successful editor-in'.!chief next
year-.
''l have had- the chance to ex-

•·1

a

see Ray, page 10

perience a lot of things, and to 'meef.
a lot of different people. Now that J
am in charge, I hope to extend these
same opportunities to those who
choose to work at the paper,'' he

' ,.

''Howard ,hasn't seen what I have
for it. I have the experience, and the
motivation net:essary for this job,''
said Robertson who is a member of
the 1989 Sphinx Club of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta Chapter ..
''The Hilltop is an institution with·
a long history. I just want to make
. sure that I add to that history,'' he
· added.
.
T~e board ,which selected Robertso!1 ~s co~pr1sed of ~tudent and ad· ,
min1strat.1ve appointees. B.oard
members include, Raymon,d Archer,
director of Student Activities; ~in
cent Johns, dean of student life;
Suzanne Alexander, current editorsee Editor, page 13
•
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The seasoned ·
Jimmie Johnson ·
pg. 3
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I

.R obertson .to head 1989-90 Hilltop
By, Shrona Foreman

•

starts on

. ;_ and we work along with them fairly
closely," he said.
Hilltop Staff Reporier
He added that most of the offices
in the building did not open until FfiDespite being halted by last week's day because some staff members did ,
protest, · r'egistration fo r the fall not know that Thursday would be a
semester will be business as usual, aC- regular work day .
cording.J to 1he university .registrar,
NeW students and those who will
Cecil Franklin.
be registering next semester will be
''We are~n the process of mailing allowed to pre-register between midregistratiori materials to currently July and August and can complete
enrolled students," said Franklin.
the process then.
''These materials are for participation in general registration or preFranklin said registration has been
registration as it is commonly refer- divided into three parts-course
red to.' '
"
•. selection, course reservation and
Franklin also said that student payment- in order to use time most
reference manuals and class schedules efficiently.
All students will choose classes
will be delivered during spring break.
He said that the protest did cause from the schedule book. Liberal Arts
students will then go to ·c ramton
sorite probleffis for the office. •
''The impact Of last w~k '.s protest -A uditorium, to reserve classes by
has been that we have in effect lost computer and receive a preliminary
about four days' work," Franklin printout. A final printout 'will be
said. ''Our schedules have been issued during the summer reflecting
planned up to one year in advance any financial aid received by the stu8Y

•
*pholo by J;>avid Embden
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They believe the students play a
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U.S. respon"s to
fruit scare
pg. 7
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By Shrona Foreman

.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

As a resul.t of last week's protest,
Howard students have gained the
respect and.admiration of most of.the
university's faculty .
''I was elated to see a new direction, and a new movement
spearheaded by the students ,'' said
assistant English professor Dr . Girma Wubishet.
·
·
''For many years, studehts have
been silent and passive. They seemed
j o be going in a direction where they
forgot the sacri~es made by their
•
i
photo by David Embden
forefathers. Howexer, they have well
After a grueling wHk of protesting, tired students, returned to 'the classroom just in time for mid-term exams. demonstrated that they are the forebearers of the toi:ch. ''
''I am ·g lad that the students realized that there are some things' worth

•

•

Groggy students return to books
,.

r

By Melonie McCall
Hill to p Staff Reporter

Students and admiiliStration build-

ing workers had a slow start, but are
now getting back on schedule following six days of protest last Thursday
morning .
'' As soon as the protest was over,
it was back to the books,'' said Floyd

•

s~ence

Coleman, a senior, political
maJOr .

-~

'~ Ge t ting

back into the swing of
things is not going all that well because everything is now condensed in-

'to iwo days. I knew it was gOing to be.tough since this is the week before ,
spring break," Coleman said.
Last Thursday was the day the
majQrity of the university tried to resume normal activities while the most
participants in the protest slept .
''I slept all day Thursday and
didn't really gef up until Friday , "
said Christopher JackSon, a ju'nior
political science major.
''I was exhausted Thursday and
only got up to eat," .said Jackson
who worked o n the security committee during the protest .
.
Lee Rhodes, a sophomore, eco:

nomics major said he felt a little dis-'
oriented on Thursday.
''I really felt groggy when I left the
'A'-building. M y attention span was
somewhat shortened from a lac k of
sleep," he said.
Other protesters complained of
stiffness, soreness, a nd mental and
pJi,ysical fatigue as a. result of living,
sleeptng and eating in the adminstration building for three days.
''My lower ,back was tired from
standing all day," said Rhodes who
.served on the t he security committee
see Students, page 11

'

Deportation worried foreign protesters

•

-..

·

By Donovan Marks

'

Hillt op Staff Re-porter
I

~

As police smashed the front
doo rs and gained access tu the
r o of. o f the administration
building last week, students huddled inside and began to imagine the
w o r s t - expul ~ion, arrest, and
bodil y harm from tear gas arid bil-

ly cl ubs.
Deportation was an added concern for several foreign students in

.

·' .

the protest . Such wou ld obliterate
lt1~ hopes of an education.
Defying a restraining order, as
man y a i; 3,000 students occupied
the building for three days ,
demanding improvements in
security, finahcial aid processing
and housing, as well as the
removal of Republican National
Committee Chairman Lee Atwater
from the university' s ·board of
trystees.
Anthony Joseph, a native of

(l'

Trinidad and Tobago, was at the
forefront of the protest.
''The only time it got to me was
just after the police broke the glass
door, " Joseph said. ''But S?On .I
resolved myself to deal with it
because the}' (the students) were
looking to me as a leader. ·
''¥Y main c o~cern was n~t so
much from out side but reprisals
"f rom the adn1ini stration. Because

•

•

•

see Foreign, page _ll
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ing a stand,'' said Debyii Thomas
speech professor. ''The protest allowetl the world to know that the
students at Howard are both politically and socially active . I hope that
this will not be the only time that students speak out.''
Thomas added that the protest will

~amp us

~a lilrday ,

•

-Debyii Thomas
I

''When students speak out they
learn. It isu.'t the fact that nothing is
being done, rio one knows what is going on. There is a problem of communication," slie said.
~
She felt that one of the main

problems to come out as· a "result of
the protest, is the students' concern
about the lack of compasiiion on behalf of Some of the university's employees .
'' It is terrible that we have some
people on this campus who do not
know how.y:o treat ~ople . We have
people hear that are rude to the students, people who don'1t want to help
them, or listen to them,'' Murphy
said .
Dr .• Stanley Browne, an En~lish
professor, maintained that last
week' s protest was.reminiscent of the
protest of 1969.
1
''The strategies o f non-violence
and sit-ins are quite consistent .with
the black activism of the late sixties.
Last week's demonstrations certain·1y brings back memorieS of similar
protesfs on this campus,'' said
Browne who iS a 1960 graduate of
Howard .
''Th.e protest seems to have invalidated the idea that students are complacerit. It demonstrated that. the
students are politically conscience,"
he added.
'
see Faculty, page 11 ·

.

Takeover .leaves
trail
of
cleaning
bills
-By. Tina Travers

H illtop Staff Reporter
'

The dust from the six-day protest
has settled, but it has cost the university $5,801 to clean up after the
•• revolution.''
ti") ·
According to Herbert L . Tu~ ker,
director of Physical Facilities , the
students did ''quite a bit'' to clean up ,,
the administration building before
they left, but there was · still a lo t of
•
pholo hy David Embde11
work to be done.
'' There was still trash throughout The university says it must pay $5,801 to clean up ofter last week's unrest.
the building," he said . ••·,ve had to
However, according ·to Adrienne
In addition, Price;;noted that all of
return furniture that had been bought
out of the offices;. wax the halls a nd Price director o f financial aid and the food had been taken out of the
stude~t employment, the offices did refrigerator in the financial aid lunch
clean the elevators and stairwells ."
room and the microwave was a mess.
Although Physical Facilities per- not appear to have been cleaned.
Johnson said that m_aO.y of the
''The floors were nasty and the
sonnel had to come behind the students, protesters were told to'keep the walls were dirty,'' she said. ''There d~ties performed by Physical Facilbuilding intact and students were were food wrappings, drips, ~nd ities could not be dOne by students.
'' We had an official clean up
''encouraged severely to clean up'' spills (on the floor) and there we~e
after themselves, according to Cheree foot prints along the baseboards of committee. With the massive size of
J~hnsop, head of the· ·roo4l1 co~ ~ the walls which · had just been
see Clean, page 11
painted.''
m1ttee .
•

••

J

•

The United Ministries at
Howard University.
Present

Friday, March 17, at 5:45The
Islamic Center presents a lecture
titled ' 'The ' role of Muslims
towards anti-drug in District of
Col~mbia." The leCrure will be
given by D .C . Commissioner
Mahdi and Masjid Muhammad .
Sa turda y,
April
_ 29,
Students and youth against racism
will march on Washington. Across
the country, they demand money
for educ"iion, jobs, housing and
childcare, a raise in the minimum
wage and · funds for healthcare.

••

'1 hope that tbis will
not be the only timethat students will
speak out. ''

fighting for. I applaud them for tak-

-events

•

have a rippling effect on· future
generations. '
.
''Future generations will think,
'Those people cared.' Some very
serious seeds were planted. Some will
bring forth herbs, and larger' plants,
while some will bring forth trees .
Some things we will see immediately, some we won't,'' added Thomas .
According to associate journalism
professor Frances Murphy, students
need to speak . out.

.

L-------,- ------------____.J

from 7:30·9:30

a.m.The Small Business Development Center will host its ''Export
Now Roundtable'' breakfast discussion in The H oward Inn' s
Reeve Room. There is a $30 preregistration fee, $40 for on-site
registration. For more information , contact the SBDC office at

· Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howa,rd University
6th & Howard P.lace, NW
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Lady · Bison
•
win MEAC
'
tournament

Badminton club
. place~ natiQnally
'

.

•

•
. l

•

•
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competition, ' upset fourth-seated
By Christopher Taylor
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Arizona State U~versity. They went
and Jeannie Moore
. on to beat Texas i\&M University to
Hilhop Staff Reporters
On the weekend of Mar. 4, the make the semi-finals. However they
Howard University ''Smash'' B'3d- were unable to defeat the number two
If you were in a· cave somewhere
minton Club downed the competition seat, also from Arizona State ..
'during the past two weeks and
on both the Eilst and West Coasts,
Carla Frances, the only female on
hadn't heard, the Lady Bison team
They placed sixth in the nation at the the team, rebounded from a disaphave proven themselves to be ''The
U ,S, Collegiate Badminton Na- pointing finish in the singles competiladies of the eighties" by winning
tionals, competing against 20 schools. tion to display a wide variety of shots
their third consecutive ,MEAC
The club was divided into two in her doubles matches.
basketball tournament title, their
Howard was the only Afr!cangroups, one playing in the Collegiate
fourth or· the last five years, by
Nationals ·in Berkeley, Ca., and the Am~rican University represented at
squashing Delaware State College
other in the Montgomery College the national competitiOn, which in107-49,
Recreational Department Tourna- cluded such schools as the Universi- ,
Tb.e destruction took place- down
ty of Califotnia at Berkeley and at,
,menl! in Rockville, Md.
in dreensboro•, North Carblina on
The strongest competitor for the Davis; Qeorge Wa~ngton. Universi
Mar.,4. ~layer~. coaches, and fans all
- club was sophomore Damian Grant, ty; Stanford Univefsity an.ct others.
felt that this win was the team's most
who became the first player from the
While the"West Coast cofttingent
emotional victory to date.
East to make the All-American Bad- was racking' up honOrs, oth~r' club
' 'This is probably the most gratimembers ieached three finals iil. the'
minton team.
.
fying (championship] , We struggled
With much support from his team- Montgorriery tournament-the mix.
early in the season and when we lost
mates Grant was executing some of ed doubles, men ~-s singles and
eight of our first 10 games, many
.
·
the finest shot5t of his career, accor- women's' doubles:
pebple gave up on us . But this gioup
ding to tournament observers. This
Of the three finals the Bison had
hung tog~ber and never quit," said
_
h._ -·
effort placed 'Grant, who reached the four finalists: Ade Kadree, who was
headcoacli Sanya Tyler, after the
·
·..
,
...
(
't
,
photo
by
David
Embden
semi-finals, within the top eight col- runner-up in the mixed doubles
victory.
Top
r<iw
(1-r):
Dr.
Joyce
Baker
(faculty
ac!Yisor),
Carla
Francis,
arid
Roberta
McLeod
(sponsor),
Bottom
row
(1-<):
event; Nevin Pillai, the club president
legiate men in the country.
''It was a good feeling knowing
While in the doubles division, he who took the runner-up slot in the Wanen Panis, Damian Gront and Osbert Francis.
that I was part of this group that
1
and his doubles teammate Osbert men's open; and Sharisse Cumber·
came down to shpPort the girls,' ' said
. .
.
.
Frances reached the quarter finals of batch and Lesli Franklin, who were
sophomore Beth Brown, anbther
the women's doubles ruonerS·up .
the men 's competition.
Howardite who witnessed the team's
Pillai took his second-place finjsh
victory . She said that she was never
~ The wOrk of Grant/ Frances comwhile
suffering
from
a
torn
knee
in doubt as to what the outcome of
biQed with the effort of club member
'
.
"
"
,.
""°
,
·
the, game would be.
,
Warren Parris, and his partner ligament.
The 'team more than lived, up to.it's ,
'' I knew the girls weren't going to
By Wendy' Sharpe
" People do not ·understand that coined the term ''death penalty'' in
William Chan of Chabot College,'
HilfioP .Staff ~ePoner
· • the number of• violations committed college athletics according to Richard 'let us down. I had already prepared
gained Howard a fourth place finish old saying~ ''May all the shuttles fall
•
tci the floor on the other side of the ·
' ..
tL ;1
·. ·
b.y ,universities has declin~d,'' said Hilliard, another NCAA director of ·myself for a victory, and I'm prc;parin the the mixed doubles event.
court.''
ing myself for another victory next
'"Don't. . b!Ti'eve. th·
· , ' ·
enforcement.
! ' e . hype, '', - is • ., M'IIlDIX.
,
En route to giving the club its high . ' ~ .
re·presentat1ve ...of the. message tthat·
He . comniented that the recent
Part of the reason that sports pro- year," said Fflicia .James.
finish, the combination of Grant and Carlf:J' Francis, the club vice president,
, Next season several key players .o n
. ·~.ati?na! ~olleg:iate Pi.~hletic Associa- : ''hype'' has stem"led fron:i print and grams are being threatened is that the
Carla Francis, in the mixed doubles · contributed to this story.
tton o.ff1c_1als ar-e sending spqrts farts ..televisi6n exposure.
. problems: are so sevefe. , Increii.sing the team will ·be returning. Karen •
'
to• .'" '°ntrast recent meclia coverage. .
''What has been recent •·' ' Minnix amounts. of inSpections ·are due 1n Wilkins, )he MEAC player of the
•
•
•
The hype tepresents a craok down said, ''cannot compare to IO years part to the coaches'iattempts to keep year and tournament MVP, is only a·
sophomore. She tied the tournament
on colleges and universities aS result ago when universities were commit- athletes ''satisfied,~· said Minnix".
of recent NCAA inve~tigat,ions. They ·ting' up to l·so violations per inThese circumstances prompted an record for scoring with 80 points in
investigation of seyeral south-western three games.
"When I came to Howard, I said
h~r~ . ball, ~ v1 ng .out ster'n has paid closer attentiOn to wl;lat is _ conference universities.
•
In vestigatio ns conducted at I wanted to be the best ever to play .
dJSciplianary acU ns leading up to the happening with universities." I
.t'
''death penalty.''
He further stated that the media is Southern Methodist University here," said a soft-spoken Wilkins .
t~.
T.his death penalty re.fers to sane- partially responsible for bringing (SMU) revealed violations including
t1ons against - un1vers1t1es that are about NCAA violations committed cash benefits to football players. Furcaught committing repeated viola- by universities.
'
ther evidence·brought forth repeated
•
tions . T~e)'." completely. s~~t. down a
A newspaper sourCe recently · major violations committed by the
sports. . program s act1~t1es for a revealed infraction§_ perpetrated by . institution.
•
determined amount of time.
the University of Missouri that the
Not only is Southern Methodist a
However, the media has blowr NCAA was unaware of, according to repeat violator , but its past record of
~
NCAA investigations way out of pro- Minnix.
vio lation s is nothing short of
porti.01;1 ;a~cording ·to Bc_>b Minnix, ·
He said that the mother of an · abysmal, according -to th'e NCAA
one o'f the NCAA directors of athlete recorded a conversation she Committee on Infractions.
Consequently, SMU currently
I
'
enforcement.
had with a coach who apparently
walks death penalty row. The issue
-----+--------' ~"~'---~-------------"w----'--------~ committed NCAA rule violations. that
confronted the Committee on
f
.
Her claim was that he had allowed
Infractions was whether to impose
herFurthermore,
i;on to be illegally
adfnitted.
~
she claims
that the these mandatory penalties or to ex'
·
.
,. •
conversation reveal1 that the coach il- ercise less serious ones.
SMU has been placed on probation
legally provided the student with
•
S everal airline tickets in order to t're- unti l September 1990. It has resulted
in limited game play as well as
quently visit his home.
~
Karen Wilkins
Similarly, the news media have see NCAA f paae 10
By Jason B. Johnson
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ly, physically and mentally."
the season he's really going to ignite
0
But, his primafy reason for play- . the ball club.''
' HiUtop Staff Reporter
.,
. ing was his belief that he could ·help ~ ,_ Howe,•er, despite all of his con•
Jimmy Johnson, .f ormer tight end with scoring a.nd rebou nding, ~": t"r1butions, the team did not fare so
for Howard' s football team, is ac- although he has never admitt.ed that.. : well. Johnson acknowledged this fact
customed to playing his sport while very quickly.
~
and attributed the team's slump to
trying to defeat the elements, block
carel,essness.
his opponents and most of all score.
''We [tended] to make mental
For. years he has beeil. a conerstone
careless errors at crucial times. [In e
of the Howard fOotball team's ofmiddle of the season we were in
fense. However, i.n his last year he
shooting slump] but the defense w:3:
made a transition to another sport,
good,' ' said Johnson. -.
where conquering the elements is not
He justified the team's setback by
so vital, but where he still has to
saying, ''No team has any athletes
block his opponent and ultimately
more superior or more talented in our
~cQ.re.
. . . .,
conference . For- the most part we
Johnson, who is 6 feet 2 inches tall
, haven't been blown out; most games
and weighs 240" pounds, finall y
have been close.''·
fulfilled a long-time goal ,of playing
His advice for· improvement was
his second favorite sport-basketball.
simple. Suck it up and cut dwn on
During this past season he was a formental errors. ''No one likes to
~ard for Howard's team. _.
lose,'' he said. ''lt'shard. Ihateit."
He originally started Playing
Johnson doesn't blame losing on
basket~all as a yourlg boy while
Williamson or the assistants. Accorgrowing up in Afigusta, Ga., after his
ding __ to Johnson.i they're doing
father bought him goal for the back
•"helluva" job,
'
yard.
''Williamson and staff are doing
Johnson has contemplated playi'ng
b
-~ -- everything in their power to prepare
p 010 by Paul Woodraff,
d
basketball for Howard since his
•
us . It's up to us to o the job,'' said
freshpian year. He even went so faf
Jimmie Johnson
Johnson. ''If som~p.e is to blame, it
as to · get a positive response from
would be ourselves.''
A.B, Williamson, the head basketball
Johnson said he feels that he
Moreover, Johnson looks beyond
coach.
helped the team by taking a leader- the athletic department in placing
But something always got ifi the si;ip·role. ''Even though it's my 111·s[ - blame on the loss of head football
way. During his freshman year, he year, the guys listen because I'm coach Willie Jeffries. In a very subwas too homesick, to play; .in his older, and they realize that I've been ,dued manner, Johnson admitted that
sophomore year he pledged Omega in tense situations in football, when he was diappointed that Howard
Psi Phi fraternity; and during the the game has been on the line, '' he allowed Jeffries to leave. However,
course of his junior and senior yeafs explain~d. ''I ielat~ everything to he said, the athletic aepartmeiit
he was just ''too into football.''
football."
shares the blame with somebody else.
Now in his fiftl".t_year, JQhnson has
Assistant coach, Ron Curtis, said
''Go to the top, the Administration
tlnally taken the initi8tive to go onto that he thinks Johnson was a major Building.'' he said. ''If you correct
the court,
force on the basketball team, Earlier ~~ ';;':f, ~ere, then everything
''I w8.!1t~ to play before my last iri the season, he said, ''I feel that
~~
:--:?
year, I didn t want to leave Howard \ Johnson is doing quite well, consider"I'm disappointed jtiiat they let
with any regrets," be said. "I thought ing it's his first year of playing Coach Jeffries get away, A man of
that I could help the team .. ,spiritual- basketball, I feel towards the end of see Johnson, Pill• It
·
,

•
'
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By Curtrise Garner
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Really,
Mr.
M.
loy
.
I
I

;he

•

•

-

thr~~

Courlland Milloy, a columnist for
;o mak:,·. /. even more insulting, the
Washington Post, has dcine air of us a great businesseS entioned are all owned by Asians.
disservice by misrepresenting HowarCt to the Why is it that ever:rbody except Milloy was
•
thousands of worldwide. .Pos'treaders. In . able to figure this out? What kind of columMilloy's Sunday, March ·12 column he speaks n~'strmulates an opinion on hearsay ~ithout
.with contempt of the efforts of the 'concerned ch king his facts?
•
. students of this university to make this a b,e\1
·
'.
"ter place to go to school.
,
.
He even discards the idea of students doing
..
.
·
, •. co"mmunity service for academic credit as op'
In doing so, he makes a fool of himself. As portunistic and self-c.entere~. when in reality
one of the more respected African-American students are _encouraging their _peers to become
in this city, he pay~ suprisingly lit- 1ntergrated into the co~i;iiun1ty; He goes on
' . , ..·.columnists
tie attention to details He cites several facts to take the extreme pos1t1on that we ~re now
t that are flat out wrong ·and only serve the pur- , resl?onsible.for ·~he ~el.ays in processing aid by
.. · pose of harming the students involved. ·
taking over the bu1ld1ng for three days.
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Milloy alleges that student protest leader;
Ras Baraka "is not even registered in school
this semester because of poor .grades, according to Howard officials." But this information is dead wrong.

' realize that students
Obviously, ·h e does not
had been waiting ·for over a year for their aid
and three more days did not make a difference.
·An.ct those who have struggled for years. to
complete our education are highly offended by
the fact that Milloy cannot ,pull his head out
of ihe sand long enough to see that we ·are trying to make a difference.

Furthermore, a student's academic record
is not public information· and is protected by
law. The parent of a student is not allowep ac- .
In an earlier column, Milloy noted the "pro.ces~ to these records, much less a newspaper '
reporter. Without the.written consent of the · liferation 'of mediocrity .all)ong black college
individual, not even a transcript can be students '' saying that we are using ''superficial so~ial. protest ~o hi\le fact that their e~os
released.
are too big and fragile to help each other with
schoolwork."
: · So where does Milloy get this information?
.
.
-We do not want to believe that he ·was irBut this backwards-thinking . "journalist"
.responsible enough to make it up, but the overhas o~viously not been around Howard very
.whelming inaccuracies In the article lead us to
much. A quick peek in the library late at night
this conclusion.
on any day of the week would jiullify his conclusion that we condemn our colleagues for
"acti"!l white" when they .decide to study.
Milloy further states " ... 126 of the 467
.
students in the School of Business are on
.
· academic · probation." But the university
Milloy is a disgrace to the journalism proregistrar- indicates that there are 2,466
fession. As an African-American professional,
. undergraduates enrolled in the School of
he should know better than anyone that we
: Business.
have to be twice <is good as our white counterI
parts to excel. If we handed in a research paper
•
with the inaccuracies .thal Milloy',s piece conHe goes on to say that students "'w~nt to tained; we would get ·1aughed off of the
puJ black businesses out of business as a way campus.
of showing that they mean business." But, in
reality, all that has been suggested is that
And to Mr. Milloy, before you take the
studen!s boycott the three businesses that
pulpit to p'reach about everY/hing that African, refused to support the protest. Such action is
American .college students' are not doing, do
logical when we have certainly supported them
your own homework ahd get off our case.
dv~r the year~.
,.
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Cheek's house?

Paying the price

Carolina State sent him a. thank you

card.

Dear Editor:

PropoSi tion 42 vote? Do you

•

All th ings happen for the good.
How many of you have heard your

II

Dr. Cheek should realize that the professors
and staff have legitimate complaints and the
best thing that he can do· is to sit down and
address their concerns. That doesn't seem like
..
too much
to ask of a man of Cheek's capacity.
.
'
.
.
•
But, we cannot totally condemn Dr. Cheek
I.
• because he has done more than any president
It is no big secret that things are in
.shambles around this campus and lit only leads before him to upgrade this university. During
to ('rustration. The teachers are tired of hear- the Cheek era, we have seen the addition of
ing· that there is no money for raises when the Law School and Beltsville campuses,
cheek is taking home more money than most WHUR-FM, the Howard Inn, the Blackburn
Center, the Howard Hospital, WHMM-TV,
college presidents in .this country.
the Undergraduate Library' and the School of ·
Business and Public Administration and many
Alumni are also tired of hearing excuses inother facilities.
•
, ~lead of seeing results. They are discouraged
from gjving dol\ations when they see dorm
In the last twenty years, he has quadrupled
rooms·
with
holes
in
the
walls
and
vice
.
'
the number of faculty and increased the
presidents driving luxury cars.
·
• And the alumni are increasingly beginning operating budget tenfold.But what good does
it do to add facilities if mismanagement is
tl'l· vent their frustrations on Dr. Cheek:. The
going to lead to their decay?
•
~ entire. community feels as though Cheek is taking the credit for the good things that are occuring on campus, but not taking responsibility
for the problems.
We see that he ·has built the library, but we
also see that there are about 5,000 unshelved
books piled up for someone to shelve. 'While
Cheek is still not talking to the people who
we see a new law school campus, we also see
should be his first committment-the student
a law sch'ool threatened with the loss of their
body. He has been so busy with damage conaccreditation because of poor administration.
. trol, keeping his Ebony-magazine image intact,
that he has not bothered to come down from
.
.
his mountain and associate with the students.
We should note that WHMM-TV and ·
WHUR-FM aired no coverage of the protest
"
and the reactions on campus, It is a damn , .
Why can't the man · just have an open
shame,that the me,dia po.wer lhat we· have ac- .
meeting with the students and faculty in Cramquired could be used to help alleviate the pro'
ton? No press releases or spokesmen and no
blems of our people, but are instead being
unnecessary bodyguards. Just us and him, and
I'm sure most of us would appreciate the . sored by individuals who feel that the issue of
student. pro.t est w~oo "sensitive:" .
chance to air our grievances face to face.
What is h.e doing everyday that renders him
•
unavailable for the students and faculty? A litOne can only wonder what other news has
tle humility and willingness to at least discuss
been declared too '~sensitive'' for the campus
our problems would go a long way. Iiut we
to cover. If a substantial story about a
- have to force a crisis to get Cheek to sit down media
high ranking university official was uncovered,
and talk to thCi students.
would we hear it from our campus media?
How many incidents have been swept under
.·
Cheek claims not' to know that the problems 'the rug already?
. of the school are as extreme as they are; But , ·Cheek should understand that he is now
that is only a testament to the hands-off , harvesting what he has planted. By mismanag. mana~ement style with which he attempts 10·. ing the university that we all love he has steprun this university. The result is about the same. ped on the toes of the· people who ~ere former··
as walking a dog without a leashcchaos.
· ly in his corner. · .
The writing is on the wall for Dr. Jam es
Cheek. Now that the students have forcefully
spoken out, the faculty, staff and alumni are
increasingly voicing their concerns with the
· way that this school is being run. Dr. Cheek,
are you listening?

parents or grandparents say that?
. The recent article [M<irch 13, 1989]
on the front page of the Washington
Post demonstrates clearly that Dr .
C heek is not ''running the house.~·
This was demorlst rated a couple of
months ago [before the Lee Atwater
travesty] that pr. Cheek is far remov- .
ed as to what is happening on his
campus-'.
.
Let's examine so me order of
events. Our news wOrthy Athletic
Director, William P. Moultrie, allowed a great coach Wi.llie Jeffries to
leave Howard University · with four
·years left Oil his contrcict. Coach Jeffr~es ~ad too much class to talk about
Moulfrie's lies, lack of support and
deceit. When did Dr. Cheek find out
that Coach Jeffries was leaving? Probably when the president of South
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remember that embarrassment to the
univer~ity by William P. Moultrie's
yes vote. Where was Dr. Cheek?
Whep did Dr . Cheek find out that
Steve Wilson, a former professional
football player with no coaching exThe idea q_f using that issue to
perience, was chosen over three top
Howara University assistant coaches elevate campus concerns was a
with 41- years of experience among brilliant one, ancf I hope the adthem? Probably when Wil son fired min istration put s your concerns into
all those ,assistant coaches after pro- action.
mising to keep some of them on his
At a time when student apathy is
staff, thereby-making a mockery of at an all-time high [especially here at the col~ege coaching professio n.
Georgia State University], it's good
Dr. Cheek, get in touch with to see young people taking a stand
Howard's needs and concerns. You and voicing opposition on important
may start by eliminating some of issues. I only regret not being there
those put in charge in keeping you in with ypu.
•
touch with what is going k>n at
Howard. We will then know Who is
Hank Ernest
running the house .
Editorial Page Editor
The Signal
Donald Williams
Georgia State University
College of Liberal Arts

•

,
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When was Dr. cheek a~are of the

•

Dea r Editor:
· Recent events at Howard .University co mpel me to write this letter in
support of student protests for
change. Lee-redneck in a three piece
suite-Atwater had no business on the
Board of Trustees at Howard University. I believe you did the correct
thing in fighting his appointment.
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Letters to the editor, cont.

· such as Black Nia F.O.R.C.E., th~
NAACP, the All-African Peoples

Revolutionar:Y Party, the Progessive
Student Movement and Black United
Youth, just to name a few . .
Moreover, students should also
realize that although Atwater was
removed from the Board of Trustees,

has been a long time coming. The
takeover was positive in the fact that
it showed that we as a people can
come together in order ~to move
forward.
.IJ would even go as far to say that
the takeover was Black Nationalism
in action. We came together on the
basis that we were receiving as comman oppresssion from a common oppressor, and we also realized that ouf
destinies were intertwined, and the
only way to progress was to unify.
However, students should also realize
that the struggle for freedom of peapie qf African descent is a long term
struggle and we still have a very long
way to go in order to achieve
freedom.
In other words, the struggle didn't
b.egin in Cramton on Charter Day,
and it didn't end in the A-building
after Jes.Se Jackson came to speak to
us!
The A-building takeover was not
an end-all be-all solution, but instead
it was a giant step in a long term process. If students would like to take
the next step, they should work on
improving their-minds' •by oolitically ·

we should still continue to examine
the ·board and hold our leaders accountable to see that they have the
best interests of the students at heart.
If we exam.ine the Board and find someone, regardless of race, who has
the same mindset as Atwater, they
need to be removed too!
·
ThiS year in particular, there seems
to be a rising· sense of political consciousness among the Howard student, and the A-building takeover
seemed to ·be the ultimate expression
of this consciousness.
We must realize that there were·
afways students who have struggled
for the rights of their people, before,
during, and after thC protest . And
this protest served as a way to attract
more people to struggle for peoples
of African descent. To those critics
who feel that this ''revolutionary
thinking'' among students is just a
fad that Will soon pass, to paraphrase
Public Enemy, ''The Revolution has
been in effect-go get a late pass!''
.
Sincerely,
Stewart Calloway
Black United Youth
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Dear Howard University Students: King Jr. tn your eagerness to pounce
Of course you h<\ve the right to ~pon a man "Yho did not win the elecprotest. To remain in' anger, distrust ' t1on.by s~ow1 ng a black man in a TV
and resentment . You have every Con- com,merc1al .. ·, ..
.
stitutidnal right to force Lee Atwater
C man, ch.1ldren. Growtllp! With
to resign · from your Board of people li~e AtWater on' your Board
• Trustees. But db know the world has you ·c~uld ha.ve made strides in
a right to react to your a~ions .
education, but instead you seemed to
I will no longer contribute'to your have chosen ~C! keep yourselves as se• endowment fund nor will I advise my cond class c1t1zens.
,
friends·. to do so. Neither. will"I, as an , I wonder wh.y, I take the time to
indepeildent ,ollege counselor; advise counsel black kids anymore when all
prospective students to attend t~ey have to lo?k "forward to i~ you,r
Ho"!'ard·.
.
~1pd of mentality. Sheep, you acted
, I have to much respect for humani- like sheep and yo.u owe your whole
~ ty tO have any kid get mixed up with race an apolgy, but no ... your few
such a mixed up crowd who has set vocal mo~ths will convince you to
back integration 20 years, used trudge on 1n anger.and hate. We get
reverse discrimination and. made what we deserve.
~
more powerful the ''distance'' bet- s·1ncere
' 1y,
ween th, e races. You· certain.ly forgot P .
Hast1'ngs
the axioms of Dr. Martin Luthert Los · Angeles, Calif.

c ..

~ rouJd of,appiaus~
Dear Editor:
Since I have .no means of cotn- ·
municating dir~ctly. wiih th.e Howard ,
stbdent bod)'., I would like to eonvey
t9' :'you . mx ;admiiation .f or . tfle ·
st1,1cJents' 'stand in forcirlg the re$'igna.tion of Lee ~twater.
•·
I understand that there are other
grieVances. :8iut it was he~t~ning that
studentS" refused to.accept Atwater's
actions as ~chitect or the Willie Hor~
ton affair, and his views ·On civil
rights and South Africa. It was
disgusting to see James Cheek and
the trustees, apparently out of
political ex~diency, honoring a man
Who has insulted the entire Black
commun·ity by pandering to whites'
racial fears.
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'Mayna '..d CZark e
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I would first like to congratulate all
those student who took part in last
Weeks~ protest, around the world you
,are bei,ng heralded a·s the ones who
maY have signaled ''black A:merica's
• awakening •from the long slumber of
the Reagan years.''
· · APathy has suffered a mortal
wolfnd OI). this campus and you my
brothers and sisters have dealt the
decisiv~ blow. Yet as my heart was
gladdened tQ see fellow students no
tonger wandering around in an
apathetic stupor, I came to realize
.that an even more demonic form Q'f
apathy .has· been lingering, within
black America. This apathy threatens
the very foundation of each and every
historically black college in America.
The plague- I am talking about is
of course alumni apathy! An exam.. pie ofi this was given in Courtland
Millay's _W.ashingcon Pase column
• 'V.i cto.ry,
in
the
Wrong
F'1g ht "[M~re h 12] . M"ll
1 oy asserts
that,<!' "Clearly, the students need.
help." But 'that must involve more.

than ·patronizing them. The H
_ o. ward
alumni who pledged $30 m1ll1on to
the school, but have delivered only $2
million, ought to fork over the money
instead of criticizin.g President James
E. Cheek'' for trying to find alternate
resources when the alumni :ail to respond to his urgent pleas.
Milloy goes on to say, ''Thirty
million dollars could 'p"rovide a lot of
heat to those cold dormitories, to say
nothing of filling·that student financial aid coffers.''
1
The past two issues or The Hilltop
hav~ asked that we make the protest
''last forever," one way in Which I
would like to suggest we make "that
feeling of unity last forever is for each
and every student currently attending
this university to make a conscious
effort to contact at least one member
of our alumni while they are on
Spring break. When you contact them
explain to them how -the meager $2
million in alumni contribution makes
up less than I ,percent of Howarc}' s
operating budget for the fiscal. year
1990 and if thi,s sad trend continues
the ''Mecca'' could.become no more
·..J
than ~ memory should PrP.o;;iri ent

result, our dorms are in the condition
Bush 's ''kinder gentler nation'' rethey are now. A catch-22 of renovaquire more fed eraI spend'tng •cuts.
L ast wee k I was f or t una t'e enoug h
tion is that to properly renovate them ·
to attend a confidential meeting of the university would have to close
the protest delegates and members of them. This me$1S for renovation to
take place our new dorms will have
the Congressional Black Caucus prior
to President Cheedk'S pberefsentation of had to have been built so they can
our fiscal 1990 bu get . ore the con; •Close the old ones for repairs. The
gressional sub-co·mmittee on bottom line here is that if our alumni cont.inue to ignore us, this univerappropriations.
sity will continue to experience the
Congressman Louis Stokes (Dproblems we revealed during the
Ohio) whodis a membferhof dthel comprotest.
0
mittee use many
t e e egates
I'm not proposing that our alumquestions to question Cheek. It was
ni send us their life savings, a
in this hearing that I learned the im- reasonable donation $50 [which is
portance of alumni contributions .
less than a dollar a week] would at
For those of you that don't know• least be a start in getting this univer- and I was one of your prior to this
sity weaned off the federal governmeeting, every penny we receive from
ment handouts, and on its way to a
Uncle Sam goes towards the univerfuture of self-r:eliance, selfsitie's operating ex pens.es for t~at determination, and·self-preservation.
· year· What that means is that we re
The ball is now in· your court ''if
supposed to use our alumni endownwe are to be the architects and
mCnt for ''brick and mortar'' in other masons of our own freedom'' and
words new buildings as well as destiny we must start now.
renovations :
Of course you can't use what you
don't
have
and since
has not T1..
•
•
•
•
received
a penny
of Howard
federal housing
Lr1e ..~rtt~f:!S
a senior
tn
tfie College
fu._nds in over fifteen year.s. As:f·a -o>f L1"·,a/
, f!'11 ~ 1tArt
. s... 1
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Dear Editor:
This piece is written to reflect on
the recent occupation of the Administration building by the students.
In my eyes, the take over was a
dream come true and something that

· ·
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educating themselves: This political
education could best be accomplish-

Revolution
continues

'

'(

0 pinion ·. Commentar·y
·Alumni. no·t pulling their weight

.. -·

1

'

•

j

gressives, dreamers''--who clung to
understands · that it
hope. Hope that the masses would '
1akes money to operate a universitf
see the light. Hope that red, black '
like Howard, and that being on good .
'
and green would reign again on camterms with the federal administratiorl
•
''Students .U·n ited , ·will never be pus. Hope that the black man and ~
in power can b'e ,~ery benefi~ial. But
regardless of the potential pa;loff, defeated ... stlldentS' united will never woman would ... join hands to make
·a plan to rule this land ... in which
there ought to be a point beyond . be defeated.;'
f\. while back it was doubted their blood, sweat and tears were in
which you don't go When your selfrespect is involved. Cheek and the · whether unity was possible in such a demand.
There was a different aura around
diverse black nation. Above those
trustees crossed that line.
I hoPe· that the students' protest doubts were the assumptions by most Howard' s mini-revolution [if you
wi ll be successful on the other issues. that even if unity was possible, it was will). Malcolm X once said: ''RevoluBut they have alre~dy upheld an im- unlikely to be effective in this time tion begins in the mind." Carter G.
Woodson: ''For if you control a perportant principle and deserve to be ' and era.
''This is not the '60s, '' some would son's mind, then you don't have to ..commended for having the concer,il
say, ''Times have changed," others worry about their actions ... "
and the courage to take a stand.
Even ttrOugh we raise hell,,it seems,
add. While these doubts were
•
widespread there was a small segine"nt we still exemplified the ''silent
Sincerely,
--''radicals, . troublemakers, pro- generation." We were silent in the
Dennis Wynn
· ·
Everybod~

Charles Webb

,

Prot.est t-shirts?
'

eyes were sore and burning when I
saw a Howard student- who J.hold
in high esteem- w~aring a tee shirt
'
which read "TOO BLACK TOO
'
We have just experienced
an ex- STRONG: .. Howard University Prociting and enlightening week at test 1989!''
It angered me to see that the
Howard University. We have experienced a state that I have not courageous actions of Howard' s
witnessed in my four years at this students had been reduced to the
''great'' institutio"n. My whole being -same level as Homecoming or some
has been filled with pride and hope other university event.
We must realize that some of us
because the Howard community
came t'ogether and possessed that rare put our academic careers, our jobs
.and our personal safety on the line
and precious trait called unity.
Ever since I came to Howard, I've for a cause. that we belfeve in. I
constantly heard complaints about t1tought that the protest had a deeper
the issues affecting our university, meaning that the mere existence of an
but no one ever spoke out or took . annual event that we may look forany action. But the appointment of ward to.
The protest was not an event that
Lee Atwater to our board of trusteCs
was the last straw for Howard we should wear superficially on our
University students. The question of chests. It is a feeling of pride and achow low we will stoop for a dollar complishment that can only bi carried in our hearts.
,
ran through our minds.
The only comment I can make to
The answer is not far. The ·rationale was that we would not com- the vendors of this particular tee shirt
promise their values or beliefs for the and others is simple. How low will
gain of a dollar. I was never so hap- you stoop for a dollar? It's funny
py to see that the students had final- that I didn't .see any of these people
ly stood up to the exploitation that selling tee shirts and posters to raise
our people have continuously money \o help support the protest.
We students should be more conendured.
But are we the exploited or the ex- scious of the effects of our actions
ploiters? After all of the protesting than to trivialize them for our own
we did last week, some of us seem to economic benefit.
Students~ before you buy a poster
have missed the message of the whole .
thing- that our principles and ethics or a tee shirt, ask the· vendor if the
are . more important than a bii money raised is going to improve' the
bankroll. In short, we will not pro; conditions of our people. I fit is not>
it would be best tp. keep the money
stitute ourselves.
Sunday afternoon, March 12, my in your pocket. Think about it.
high of happiness was shot down to
the same level of disgust because of
th e apathet :·.' and ign o r"nt views The ~\1riter is a senior in the School of
,
some of our students possess. My Communica(ions.

fact that we as leaders didn't impress
upon our soldiers of liberation that
the first battle did not start at Cram·
ton or the flagpole or in the administration building. The first bai:
tie begins in the minds of each
soldier.
There rrrust be a revolution within
each person, a conditioning process
that reconditions the mis-educatea.
This is essential for the uplifting of
our people. All that is needed is a
level of discipline and dedication,
along with certain principles and
values.
I am not trying to convert anyone!·
to Jesus or Ghandi or Martin Luther
King Jr . I am only attempting to
·enhance the steady growth of strong
black men and women for the future.
Unity was ''in effect'' , on
Howard's campus last week; yet that
is only the first step to a ''revolu- ·
tionary thang.'' For those of you who
consider revolutionary thang too

stron&, or crude, 1t 1s synonomous
with economic upliftment, equal opportunity, cultural identification and
political empowerment. 1
The other steps are exemplified in
the Nguzu Saba, the seven principles
of .blackness .
l""J he first, Umoja, means unity; the
seconCf, Kujichagu/ai,. means self
determination; the tbird, Ujima,
means collective work and responsibility; the fourth, Ujamaa, is
cooperative economics; the fifth, Nia,
is purpose; the sixth, Kuumba, means
creativity; and lmani stands for faith.
So, the next time you take things
a,s playtime or a ''recess .in'' and
''class out," just rem~mber this is a
revolutionary thang ... A revolution
takes discipline, dedication, tJ1alues
aHd pr#icip\e·s.
1

Th~ /vriter is ajunior in the School of
Business and (I/so a member of Black
NIA F.O.R.G1E.
1
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Natalie Stroud
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Students unite'd. • •
emotion that filled orie man's voice
.1 as
he yelled, ''Stop hitting our
women!''
'.
Then several, men got in front of
When I entered the ''A Building'' the females nearest to the steps, lockto join the. sit-in on Mon~~~, I never ed arms . and the chant became,
even considered the poss1b1l1ty of be- ''Cops stop tripping, we must protect
ing physically harmed .
our women!''
Call me naive. I thouS;ht Cheek
I heard that the men inside lay over
would call the police; they'd come the women closest to the door.
out with a bullhorn and say ''Give up
I saw for myself the tears that rollpeacefully,'' and we'd leave the ed down the cheeks of men who
building.
realized that a woman had been hit,
' Okay, don't call me naive. Call me and there was nothing th.fit they could
stupid. I now realize that if we had do that would not be! considered
given up that easily, Tuesday never violent.
~
w0uld have happened.
I fell in love with every black man
Coward that I am, I left Monday in the world that day.
night when it was announced that we
Those tears also convinced me that
could be arrested and expelled. Tues- this was not a show thatwe were putday morning, a friend woke me up ting on. It was just as real as the stick
and said that we still had the in that officer's hand.
building.
AJI the hours that I spent inside the
When1.. I walked up to Georgia building don't hold a candle to the
Avenue I saw the helicopter, paddy two hours that I spent outside with
wagons 'and police C3fS. I immediate- my arms locked with my brothers and
ly decided to be a spectator.
sisters.
I didn't plan on moving as close as
Tuesday, March 7, 1989 will proI did to theJront of the building, but 1bably be the most beautiful extrue to my nature, I was being nosey. lperience of my life.
The next thing I knew someone yellI'm still not going to like everyone
ed ''Lock arms f '' The police were on this campus. I don't thin~ anyrine
going in. I assumed that our job on expects me to do that. However, I do
the outside was to .keep the police now feel that I am in some way confrom dragging people out. I'm still nected with everyone on this campw,
not sure.
a~d I think I can turn to them in the
1·here was something about the time of need, .
way the police shattered that glass. The writer is a sophomort in the
Thtre was something about the School qf Communu:ations.
,
.

LaSandra Bowman
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The apparent deterioration of OUR. University as ah
educational inst!tuti6n due to ·th.e arroganc~ and insensitivity of .its present leadership. ·it is unbel1ev,able that .
in this day . and time,. when the Black community
desperately needs strong, , dedica~ed and humane leader~ '
. ship, instead of standing as a beacon for our people,
· HOWARD ,UNIVERSITY is wallowing in the muck .and
·: mire of confusion. With cri_ses in dormitory conditions, ··
financial aid, Law School, Medical Sch·ool, School of
,
Business; ·inconsistent and ignorant · v@ti(lg on NCAA. . _
Proposition ·42, the University
leadership.
has
invited
.
·
\
.
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disaster.
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The destruction of our ALMA MATER, and the
di&respectful treatment of Students, Alumni, Faqu~l.ty .ang ·.. ·, .. -~·~
Employees. · · .
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WE DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE
RESIGNATION OF:
· Dr. James Cheek
·Dr. Carl Anderson ·
· Willia" Mo~_ltrie · ·
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.Donald Frisby, .MD. '.
Liberal Arts '67
·
Medicine '71
Oxon Hill, Maryland
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Ewart F. Brown, MD. .
Liberal Arts '68 . ·
Medicine '72 ·
. Los Angeles, California
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Chilean grapes, apple pesticide may pose health hazards
•

'

'

By Tracy Carr

.not produce any delayed symptoms,
according to health officials.

HiUtop Staff Rcpor1er

The FDA has advised all grocery
_ In response: to traces of cyanide

stores in the country to rei;nove fruits

feund recently in Chilean grapes, the

being imported from Chile. Most

· Food and Drug Administration has

Washington area grocery stores have

warned the public not to eat apples,

withdrawn the suspectsS contaminat-

grapes and all non-citrus fruits from

ed fruits from the shelves.

-that country, a published report said.

In order to prevent the shipment' of

The Washi.ngton Post reported

any more dangerous fruits from

According to the Environmental ,
Protection Agency, apples are frequently sprayed with the pesticide
daminozide, commonly known as
Alar. Alar has been known to cause
cancer in laboratory animals.
Many local grocery stores are post-

ing signs indicating that their produce

do not contain Alar. The report also
Tues.day that an anonymous phone overseas, all fruit will be inspected indicated that school sysiems across
· 'the country have begun to ban apcall to the U.S. Embassy in Santiago before exportation, the FDA said.
1
on March 2 prompted the recent inDuring the winter months, most ples from their school lunch
programs.
'
spec't iop of the fruits being exported non-citrus fruits in the United States
•
from Chile.
are imported from Ch\le; three milIn the article, the EPA states that
Numerous grapes that arrived in lion pounds of fruit are shipped here there are ''tolerable'' amounts of pesthe United States were punctured ac- annually.
ticide sprayed on some crops .'
cording to FDA officials. 'These
Because the United States
grapes were also discolored, indicat- . is dependent on these fruits, this inEPA spokesman, Al Heier, being a possibility of cyanide poisoning, ~-cident has made many health lieves that disposal of all apples, apthe FDA said.
conscious people very concerned ple juice and apple sauce that may
Since there was a very small about the risks invovled in eating have been sprayed with the pesticid~
amount of cyanide found in the different types of fruit.
is an extreme measure.
•
grapes, the article said, serious illness
In addition to the threat of
The EPA says that it wants to ban
is not likely to occur.
poisonous fruit from abroad, ·there is
People who have already con- a growing concern about the pesti- the chemical but is not recommend-·
sumed any fruit have very little to cides used in America to keep the ing immediate removal of the pesticide.
worry about because the cyanide does fruit fresh.
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'- "plioto by- DI.Yid Embdiu
Concerns tflat tfle pesticide, Alar, is a carcinogen spaded doubt .ov~,. tfa~ safely of appl8 con-sumption.
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College grind leads to student fatigue
By Marea Battle

•

Weight problems increase on campuses

"I spend my nights on the phone, while I'm studying," said Derric

then I start my homework late. Then
I have to go to class, I'm going all day
long then I come home and I'm exhausted,'' sclid Jackie Washington, a
sophomore in the School of Business.
According to Lacey, studies show
that people who take naps during the
day seem to do a lot better than those
who don't. However, the amount of
sleep each person needs : differs
depending on 1tfle individual. The
older one is, thq 'riiore sleep he usually
needs.
r
College students and those 'in that
age group (in most cases) should get
six to eight h6urs of sleep according
to Lacey.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

A large number of college.students
suffer from daily fatigue as a result
of homework, -extra-curricular activities, work schedules and social
events, according to Dr. W. Lacey,
a Howard University staff
psychiatrist.
''It · is a combination of things.
Meetings, loads of homework and
then there , is the phone. The combination of obligations cause me to
go to bed later,'' said Shonda Spells,
a sophomore in the College of Liberal
Arts.
For many students, the t~lephone
seems to be one of the reasons for not
''The pressure of courses such as
getting ample sleep. Hour long phone
calls take time away from some accounting, and statistics require a lot
of studying. However, I take naps
students' studies.

•

Mcelwee, a sophomore in the School
of Business.
Other students who attempt to. get
through the day on a minimum
amount of sleep without taking a nap
will find their bodies taking involun'tary breaks.

Yet, they will have ab- '
normally low self-esteem, a desire
· for perfection, a sense of loneli·
ness, and an obsession with food
as it relates to body weight.
''For manY young people, their
parents have pre-planned their
lives and are over-involved. Sometimes they choose,.. where these
young adults will go to college,
what they will major in, who they
will date, and the young adults feel
no sense of self-control," said
AtkinS.
e Weight is something that these
people seem to think they can con'trol. But. according to Atkins,

By Stacey J. Phillips
and Christia Alou

car~rs.

Hilllop Staff Reporters

College .students are known for
th~ir bad eating habits . In the hec'' I can get between five and six
tic, fast-paced life of college stuhours of sleep; my body has adjusted · dents, some find it a blessing to
to it. Bl.it, I doze off a lot during the
have the time of fllnds to sit down
day, especially if its a boring class,"
and have a nuiritious meal,. or to
said Shandell Jenkins, a sophomore
even have a meal at all.
in the College of Liberal Arts .
• For many students on college
campuses, eating is not the
Stress, anxiety and depression are
problem. Controlling the extremes
other reasons which . may cause
of weight control can be the real
stud~nts to not get enoUgh sleep, acculprit. Eating disorders, anorexcording to Lacey, who also stated
ia, bulimia and obesity affect peothat a number of Howard students
ple of all ages, although
have to work.
college-age females seem to be
•
most vulnerable.
Some students say .that a lack of
Although anorexia and bulimia
sleep does not affect their ability to
are eating disorders typically
perform well in class but it affects
found in white, middle-class
them in terms of irritability and a
adolescents, they have become
lack of drive during the day .
known as diseases (o many phys'' l often feel tired and irritable
ically consciq_us young people.
which is due to a lack of sleep,,.,
''Anorexia and bulimia seem to
' Anita Bennett, a junior in the School
affect those with a high economic
of Communications said.
status. There are pot very many
Lack of sleep doesn't affect my
kids choosing not to eat whe'n
concentration [in classes] because
food may be hard to come by,''
once I start getting into the subject,
said Dr. Darlene Atkins, director
I'm okay. It' s just getting to class
of the eating disorders clinic at
th.:..t's difficult," Mtelwee said.
Children's Hospital.
According to Atkins most of
Amongst the overwhelming array
those who suffer from the diSease
of responsibilities and problems that
have some underlying depression.
college studen~s experience, sleep is
A study conducted by Marlene
somehow the first to be neglected.
Baskind-White and William C.
However., it may well be the most imWhite, authors of Bulimarexia:
portant area in which to maintain
The Binge/Purge Cycle, indicate~
good habits.
that many of the victims are high''Sleep is a debt that you can't pay
ly intelligent, attractive in appearback. The body has to regenerate; if
pb010 by Keith 0. Leadbetter
ance, and capable of handling
1
does not there will be problems,"
Long hours of studying led to an impromptu nap for senior Roland Lew.is. it
warned Lacey.
.
~

For many students on . college
campuses, eating is
not · the problem.
Controlling the extremes of weight
control can be the
real culprit.
'

r

.

ed with psychotherapy and sometimes with anti-depressant drugs
or counseling about eating, dieting
and family problems. ·
·
.According to Atkins, it is necessary for the family of the victim to

' becpme,.J.!iVOlved jn the healing

processes! -

Obesity, unlike anorexia and
bulimia, occurs over a period of
time, wl;ten the total food intake
exceedS the
burning of the energy
1
.. received from food. The excess
energy is then turned into fat as it
is stored in the body.
Treatment for obesity usually 1
requires the same program for the
treatment of anorexia and 1
bulimia, but in sOme extreme cases
jaw-wiring and surgical removal
of fat· inay be. necessary.
Howard University Hospital has
a clinic especially designed for
those suffering from obesity. The

•

•

Washington Hospital Center addreSses all of the eating disorders.
And, Children's Hospital will assist those who are suffering· from
these diseases up to the age of 20.

Tanning salons: Safer than the sun?

'

'

•

cording to the fDA.
''The major concern is with the
eyes," said Dr. Frederick Urbach of
Temple University School of
Medicine. Unless goggles are used
while tanning, ''It can cause
cataracts,'' continued Urbach.
' ''UVA rays penetrate deeper into
the skin," said Dr. John DiGiovan 7
na of the National Cancer Institute.
''We don't know the long-term effects yet.''
Studies performed on animals
show that UV A rays create skint
damage and lead to premature aging
of the skin. The rays may also
weaken the immune system. Persons
who are currently using birth control
pills or the antibiotic tetracycline can
get a burn eveh from UV A rays.
Many student's will visit salons to
tan .b efore vacation. However, only
UVA rays are transmitted through
the tanning booths.
''A UVA tan is purely cosmetic
and does not significantly protect
against the sun," said Urbach. ''The
skin turns brown, but it doesn't get
the protective thickening of the skin
one gets from UVB rays. UVA rays
cause a lot more skin damage,'' cdntinued Urbach.
Despite the risks, many people

By Crystal Whaley

,.

HiUtop Slaff Reporler

Many students are vacationing in
_th_e Caribbean during spring break to
achieve the ultimate suntan. If you
don 't want your suntan to fade along
with the warm cjimate you may have
considered visiting a tanning salon or
a tanning booth, which is not uncommon in the African-American
community.
However, tanning salons and
booths impose many health risks that
the public should be aware of.
The Food and Drug Administrat.ion warns that tanning increases the
~ risk of skin cancer and may cause
premature skin aging. Exposure may
also include allergic-type reactions,
blood vessel damage, cataracts, and
reduced immunity.
So why do some tanning salons
claim to be s~fer than the sun? While
the sun emitsitwo types of ,adiation,
UV A and UBA rays, many tanning
booths only give -off non-burriing
UVA rays. .
The original ta,nning bulbs relied
on 'ultraviolet-B ravs, ·which can
cause sunbu'rn and cab lead •to
various types of skin cancer. No one
is certain of ~he long-tenn effects, ac-

•
•

I
I

prefer to tan r.0 w and pay later. To
safely tan in a tanning booth,
remember to wear goggles that fit
snugly around the eye. The rays can
damagC the eye's cornea ahd retina
if you just rely on sunglasses or cot-

ton balls.
The FDA requires that detailed
warnings about ultraviole'.t light be
posted·· on machines and that exposure schedules be geared to the
strength of the lights. The American
Academy of Dermatology is currently
lobbying for detailed local rules.
Salon owners don't deny that there
are risks of over·exposure in using
tanning booths . •
''When we are safe, we mean you
don't peel or burn," said Catherine
Morre owner of Making Waves Tahning Salon in Washiri8ton , . D.C.
N.W,
''When you go out ·-into the sun,
you.don't have a timer," said HansWilli Rof.hedult of Eurotan International;...a...t~l!g bed distriburer .
Accordin~o 'Rothedult , the
s~o_ns pffer a more controlled environment than regular sunlight
outside.
Whether sun or salon, ''the bottom
line,'' said DiGiovanna, ''is the more
ultiav~9let light, the more risk.''
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these people are corifusing their
physiological needs with their
emotional needs .
Symptoms for anorexia nervosa are obsessive behavior toward
weigtit loss and reduced body
weiglit, A woman with anorexia is
sensitive to hot and cold temperatures. She also has cold hands
,and feet,. dry skin, brittle hair, a '
slowed heart.,rate and a loss of her

meristrual cycle.
Symptoms of bulimia range
from swelling of the hands and
feet during binge eating to nausea,
abnormal abdominal pain and
headaches.
While anorexics starve themselves anQ go without food, bulimics induce vomiting, abUse
• laxatives or use diurectics to purge
, the massive amounts of foo~ they
1
1 have eaten over a short period of
time.
Anorexia and bulimia are treat-
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rite for the Jlealth P1age~
Meetings are held Mondays at 4 p.m .
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at The Hilltop ' •
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The FINANCIAL AID FORM (FAF) is the financial aid application for Fal.1 1989 and Spring 1990. International
Students are not requi'r ed to file . .Name and grade point
average of ALL STUDENTS (lnclud·i.ng International) will
be given to the Financial Aid· Committee in the .respective school/colleges for scholarship ·c onsideration .

•

1

.

'

•

International students interested in employment for the
Fall and Spring should pickup an application in·t.h e Financial Aid Employment Office, Room
224
of
the
Mordecai
.
W. Johnson Adminis·t ration · Building~~
.
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How to Avoid Errors in Completing
the 1~89-90 Financial Aid Form {FAr)

,

•

.

•

,

••

•

'

•

The FAF will be scanned by ma"chinc and then processed by computer. The FAF must be neatly and accurately completed .
Listed below arc some suggestions for a ... oiding errors made by students and parents wficn completing "the FAF.
~errors

delay the

pr~

•

)

of 1 student's FAF.

•

I

.,

•

I

1.
2.
3.

•

DON'T forget to include the correct processing
fee before mailing the FAF.
'If the fee is not included, the FAF will be rel urned
unprocessed to the student.

DON'T staple the check or money order to the
FAF.
.
lstapling the payment and the FAF together
requires special handling which delays processing.

DON'T forget to list at least one college or program at question 97.
If question 97 is left blank,. the FAF will be
returned unprocessed to the student. Use the CSS
code lisl from the FAF. If no code number is iisted ,
be sure to give the full mailing address for the
college or program .

4.

5.

6.
7.

•

DON'T send the FAF.by .registered, certified , or
express mail service. Scild the FAF by regular fir st
class mail. Jf a special mailing service is used, it will
delay the processing of the FAF.

8.

~ON"T

9.

send a photocopy of the FAF for process-

ing.
Obtain a FAF from a high school guidance coun- ·
selor or college financial aid administrator. Photocopies .of the form cannot be processed and will ·
be returned to the student .
~
•

'

DON'T write in the margins of the FAF or outside
of the answer boxes or spaces.
Be sure to write only in the response areas on the
form. If you.need to make comments, use Section
P or attach additional pieceJof paper.
•

22.

DON'T send a form that has been tom, crumpled.
o r st<Jined.
·
Forms that ar.e torn, crumpled, or st'a ined cannot
be processed and will be returneq to the student.

•

•DON'T.
"41...,.fr,.J .oo

•

DO

,... ....u.
25. ; $

10.

DON'T change, delete, or add to any part of the
print~ FAF (for example, changing 1988 to 1989
or, on a state-specific FAF, crossing out the name
FLORIDA 08 and inserting GEORGIA 25 in its
place).
·l
lfa 1989-90 FAF or a state-speci fic version ofthC
FAF is ileedeJ , contact a high school guidance
counselor or college financial aid administrator . .
Each state form has specific· questions . for that
stale only. Altered FAFs cannot be processed and
will be returned to the student.

1000
•

DON'T erase your answer if you make a mistake.
If you marked a check box incorrectly, fill in the
box completely and then check the correct box . If
you want to change any of the other entries on the
form, cross out the incorrect response and ":rite
'he correct answer above it:

13.

-+ 1 • Fult-limt
-+ 2 [2] Al le111 t1all-tlme b4.rl

•

3

.

0

2000 ,'

'

DON'T use a pe~cil or a flair pen to fill out the
form.
·
•
.
Be sure to use ~lack or blue ink. Writing in penci l
or fla ir pen tends to smear and ''bleed'' and will
dela)· t~e processing of your form .

leu thin h.lll·llme
LMI ttten ll•ll·llme

S

ffJ8()

.Oo

+- Co<rect Ana. .r
+- Wrong Answ,.-

'

1

DON'T enter financial or household information
,- fOr both parents if the supporting parent is now
single, separated, pivorccd, or widowed. If the
student lives with or is supported by bne parent,
give the incom-e, expenses, assets, etc., for that
parent only .

15.

,
DON'T omit stepparent's information.
If your nat1 1ral parCnt has remarried, your stepparent's ir.~·ome and asset information must be
included .
•

16.

DON'T Jive infonnation on the FAF for more
than 01 .: student. Each sl•Jdent must fill in a separate FAr even members of the same family

DO THIS TO CORRECT MISTAIQ'S
Wrong Answer
Correci Answer

•

DON'T enter parents• information in Sections C,
D,.E.,and F. All students must fill_i.n these .sections.
If a question ·d"oesrl't apply to you, write in·''O."

14

.00

•

12.

.00

H. $ (OQO

•

DON7 put two separate amounts m one answer
area .
.
·
\.
Be sure to ~akc only one entry for each answer
space.

'

r
...._

' .

I

11.

DON'T enter a range of figures, such as $800Sl 200, on the FAF. lfan exact figure iS•not available or known, give the best single estimat~ (for

..·
II

''ample, SIOOO).
'
•

•

•
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'Generations': African-Americans featured . 1n new
said.

'

'

The cost of new soap, ''Cenaulions."

''Generations'' focuses on the rela-

Theodore M.
Snead
•
Watch out soap opera addicts!

tionships of an African-American
family, the Marshall s, and a white
fami ly, the Whitmores, whose· lives

NBC TeleviSion will be broadcasting

have been intertwined for three

a new daytime drama ca lled
''Generations'' premiering March 27
at 12:30 p.m .
•

gene ration s in Chicago.
'''Generations' is a conlernpQ,rary
drama designed to appeal to a broad

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

'

ing to let them guide our direction ,''
Sussman said.
The unprecedented trait about this
ensemble is the presence of 'strong"
African-American
characters.
One-time ''Sanford and Son'' costar Lynn Hamilton, will play Vivian

'·

''I write aboU.t people and famili~.
Their •racial identities are only orie
·

factor that makes them who they are:
Their struggles and personal concerns
are universal in toda).'s society,''
Sussman added.
'' I decided early on in the development process that 'Generations'
should reflect t6d~y's and tomorrow's most important family issues.
''Most of the current daytime
series, some of which have been running for over 30 years, shire a strong.
traditional base," she explained.
''Our core families {the Marshalls
and the Whitmores] ire certainly in
that tradition,'' said Sussman, who
is also head writer and executive producer of the half-hour drama which
will be replacing ''SuperPassword.''
Out of all the many responsibilities
she has for this show, being the exective producer is the most demanding, said Sussman.
''Producing daytime drama is very
hard work because the schedule is so
constant. There's never a letup, and
it's important to keeep the stories
fresh all the time.
''But strong characters are the
backbone of a new series and, from
the very beginning, the 'Gene~ations '
characters came alive for me. l'ID go-

Winfrey ·brings 'Brewster Place'

•

Potter, the matriarch of the Marshall
family who was once a housekeeper

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

'

Determined to bring more
minorities to Hollywood, talk show
hostess Oprah Wirifrey stars in Gloria
Naylor's· ''The Women of Brester
Place.' ' The mini-series, which was
co-produced by Winfrey will air
March 19 and 20 on ABC Television.
''Brewster Place'' covers almost 30
years in the life of Mattie Michael's
s~d and troublesome life. Mattie,
protrayed by Winfrey, meets six
other-struggling women at Brewster
Place, a gray, slum building on a
dead-end street. Set in a Northern
ghetto, the movie represents one
aspecc of the African-American experience.
''I think it will move people, men
and women, 'on all levels," said Reuben Cannon, co-producer and cast
director.
Naylor's book begins with Mattie's
pregnanCy by a field hand. Her son
becomes her whole life until he is accused of• a violent crime. The son

Oprah Winfrey
runs away before his trial; after Mattie puts up her home for his bond.
Losing her home to the court and
her son to the street s, Mattie moves
to Brewster Place'.
The mini-series' first two hours follow Mattie from the rural South to
her urban life.
At Brewster Place, Mattie is again
faced with the harsh reality that life

•

''My character is a prototype of so
many ,black women her age. She's
Uneducated, yet she raised her family and taught them survival. She is a
very strong, humorous woman who
finds challenge in life's disappointments,'' Hamilton said.
·
Vivian raised her own child, Ruth,
while working as a houSekeeperfor

•

by Joan Pringle, is a wife and mother

of three.
''My character is very ambitious.
She has a conflict with her mother,·
who thinks she should be satisfied
with what she has; 'but Ruth wants
more," said Pringle, who is best
known for her portrayal of Sybil
Buchanan, the principal on ' 'The
White Shadow.''
Ruth's ~trength and determination
to get more 01,1f of life ignites the
same drive in her husband, Henry
Marshall, played b y Taurean

Blacque.

'

•

·- - '.:>"

the Whitmores, Today, Ruth, played

Sally Sussman·

Joan Pringle
Adam's,
f·i iilure
to
accept
responsibility.
''I can remember having the same
conversation with two of my sons
Who are around Adam's age," Blacque said. ''Like me, Henry loves his
farp.ily nlore than anything, but wants
his son to be able to stand on his own

With the help of their longtime

friend Rebecca Whitmore , t.h e
matriarch of the Whitmore family,
and an attorney, Henry was able to
finance a chain of five ice cream
stores called Marshall's Ice Cream.
Blacque, a 1982 Emmy nominee
for his portrayal of Detective Neal
Washington on '' Hjll Street Blue s,~· feet.'.: ~ '~·
said he saw some of his own life .in
How'ever, conflict does not stop
the character he alfditioned for .
ther~. Adam, wtio will be played by
''My screen test fo r the role was a
see ''Gen~rations,'' Page 10
scene in which Henry expresses disappointment over his young-adult son~
r:·• i
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Duke Elli.n gton celebration for;
a~
king
. '

•

By Nancy Lynn Jone!h

,,.-

for the Whitmores.

'

I

'

•

•

audience;'.' creator Sally Sussman

"

~

.

for a poor At"r1can-American ferriale
is not easy. The six other struggling
women she befriends became her existence and together they deal with
each other's problems.
The other characters include Etta
Mae, a high-spirit.ed woman who engages in affairs; Lucielia, whose
boyfriend is not able to handle a relationship; and Cora Lee, the child-like
mother of six.
•
The character Kiswana, wh o
dropped out of college in order to get
in touch with her African-American
roots, is different from the other
women in that she has come to
Brewster Place to get away from her
wealthy upbringing.
One of the eyebro.w -raisers ,in the
movie is· the portrayal of a lesbian
relation$hip betwe.e n Theresa (Paula
Kelly) and Lorraine (Lenette McKee,
of the movie ''Round Midnight'.')
''One ot the network's commitments -""Was to faithfully bring the
~
'
see Winfrey, page 10
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By Jenae Roscoe

popular c!lebrated activities
Elizabeth Turner H all, will begin
Hilltop Staf.f Reporter
which will prov.ide the communithe mon"th-lqng tribute on Sunday,
ty with an .a rra.y of stye and jazz
'l
April 2, at the- Duke Ellington
The District next month will be
School for the Performing Arts.
excellenct: ,a.t the Martin Luther
King Libra'ry,. The program is
the site of a tribute to one of
The openi ng recept1"on on SunWashington's most famous native
day will feature music by
sponsored by the Charlin Jazz
"\ Society. ·
sons, Duke Ellington.
Charles Garner from 3 p.m. tO
An all-day tribute on April 29
Mayor Marion Barry, who " 5:00 p.m. The exhibitiOn for Duke
will begin at noon \\ihen all radio
declared April '' Duke Ellington
Ellington and friends will continue
Month,'' will lead a parade across
through April 29. It will be on
stations throughout the metropoli. tan area will air Ellington's signathe Duke Ellington Bridge in the
view Monday through Friday
ture piece, ''Take the' A' Train,"
late performer' s honor .
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
to start the ~' Duke Elllngton 90th
''Duke Ellington's 90th Birth· Throt1ghout the month, cultu rBirthday CClebration-. ''
day Celebration''will also include
al organizations will provide the
Later that day, Mayor Marion
art exhibits, birthday concerts and
city with an unprecedented numa '' Duke' s Night'' Gala.
ber of Ellington events. ·
Barry will preside over a parade
that will cross the Duke·Ellington
The April celebration marks the
The D .C. Commission on the
Bridge on Connecticut Avenue
third consecutive year in which
Arts and Humanities will sponsor
and Calvert Street, N.W.,
many local cultural organizations
three events t hroughout the
-Guest speakers at the parade
will sponsor programs in honor of
celebrated month.
will include.Mercer Ellington, son:
Duke Ellington's April 29
A production of the popular
birthday.
~
. ~ • . - ~· •.!1:1.u~ical, ''~£ppistica!~d. l:adie~·'.' _ ~ of'Duy,,~~ngton ~nd conductor!
Ellington Orchestra,,
-Among the pa!Jic:JPaung grb~ - ' will be performeo from i\prli202§°',. , _of the
D.C. ouncil members and comis tfie--..C~rlin 'llZZ Soci~tY, a : . in the Terrace Theatre of the
n;iunity representatives.
non-profit group that will present
Kennedy Center.
'
Local marching bands, cheerthe ''Duke's Night•; gala.
Also running throughout April
leaders and youth organizations
Born on April 29, i899, at 2129
will be an an exhibit at the District
will join twenty Washington muWard · Place., N.W., Edward
Building, featuring works by outsicians in the outdoor musical
Kennedy ''Duke'' Ellington's constanding Washington artists. A
tribute to Ellington.
,,.
tribution to the. music society has
performance of Ellington's th_eatre
been nothing short of unique . If
pieces will take place in the CarThe Charlin Jazz Society will
alive, Ellington would be celebratmachael room of the Smithsonipresent its first full-scale concert,
ing his 90th -birthday.
an Museum.
.
•
providng a star-filled evening of
''Omnipresence,' ' an art exhibit
Another event will include
music and dancing in honor of Elfeaturing I;Juke Ellington and
''Duke El lington Concert for
lington's birthday.
related ·su'bjects, painted by
Young People," one of last year's

.
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Howard grad · seeks hot future in jazz
•

•

''The eartly tones squeeezed out
from the instruments prohect.the mu- ·.
sical influence gounded in Africa.

By Janae Roscoe
and. Kim Wright
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Cafe Lauttec in Adams Morgan
provided a casual yet lively atmosphere for Howard graduate , Kim
. • Jordan, to<-move the earth with her
4 smooth mellow sounds.
•

Accompanied
by
Robert o
Dominch on congas , and Wayne
Water with · percussions · arrange::- .
ments, Jordan delivered a vigorous
keyboard performance that aroused
the astute jazz audience.
As the set opened with a basic ragtime jazz beat, the pouncing of the
black and white keys generated a new
upswing melody. The ever-changing
groove in her music expressed' its
complex form .
The iinpromptu theme melody that
she demonstrated is a style that Jordan cultivated into representing, ''her
own thing.''

The keybOard ariist, who plays
''just a mixture of everything.''
allows jazz overtones - to take
precedence over the gospel, classical,

funk and Latin sound.
••Jazz and blueS, it's the music of
the soul. It serves as the foundation
of the musical beat, '' Jordan said.
I

I

Billy GeJ\e King

Claude Henr.,.· Smoot

Bobby Lee Swartz -

Ed

'

'
Kim Jordon ·
she demonstrat~h~i:; · k.eyboard ~per~
tise during . pCrfoman~es . ~t , ~afe
Lautrec.
.
As a teaCher, Jordan Instills in the
students th·e iinportant and symbolic
representation otmus'ic in the world.
''Music -will ·1'1ever die . It will take
a new shape a:n'd .create a new form,''
J ordaii said.

..•.'

"' '

see Jordan, paze 10

.

'

:.

'

'

•

'

Elmer Fudd Gantry

-

SJ

'

'

native of Detroit, Jordan
graduated from Howard in 1984 with
a bachelor 's degree in music
education .
Although she always knew she
·wanted to become a performer, Jordan tackled a lot of obstacles to reach
known status as a keyboard specialist
on the Howard campus.
''I grew up at H oward . Many instructors did not think I was a jazz
musician. This hurt me, but it gave
me strength to go o ut a nd prove to
myself what talents lied within me,''
Jordan said.
j;ier · talents were acknowledged
during her junior and senior years on
campus.
,
She performed in Howard's talent
shows, community shows, and during fashion show intermissions. Jordan came back in 1985 to perform for
the homecoming jazz show.
Today Jordan's musical !alent is
still being displayed througout the
community. During ttl.e .d ay , she
serves as a musical teacher at two
D.C. public sctiools: Maurly and
Carver Elementary Schools.
On Tuesday and Thursday nights,
A

Interested in writing for the Tempo
s~ction of The Hilltop? Come .,to the
1
reporters
meeting today at 4 p.m.
All reporters
•
must attend . •
•

Harley

•

•

'

•

I
I
•

•

l

'

•

I

..
•
•
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Jordan

As for her long term·goals, Jordan
said she wants to perform, write, and _
produce.

continued from page 9

''I want to become 'The Kim Jor-

dan.''' she added.

··Look at rap music; it is basic ~d
very rhythmic and jazz is ~om1ng . Jordan, who says her future in

back in popular demand. While new music is very open, does not want to
styles arc being born, others are be· limit her talent in any musical form.
She is presently working with record
ing reborn,'' Jordan added.
Admitting she has suffered some companies to develop .a ''styl~'' for
hardships in the music ind~stry, Jor- her first album.
.
dan said she is in a dormant state, but
''Record companies don't know
she will P!Cvail.
.where to place me, but I know there's
"Being a black female ke~b.oard a place out there for me,'' Jordan
·
artist crucifies many opportun1t1es 1n said.
''People are going to know what I
the business; but the Lord equipped
me with talent and I'm gonna use it.'' have been doing and who I am.''

Winfrey
continued from page 9

.!

Olivia Cole, Robin Givens {''Head of

the Class"),

Lynn Whitfield

(''Heartbeat''), Phyllis Stickney{'' A
Different World'') and Jackee
(''227'').
·
'
Moses Gunn portrays Ben, a
drunken janitor who befriends the
women. Paul Winfield and Douglas
'Turner;ward also appear.
The .men are not pQrtrayed positively and the cast is ready for
criticism.

•

Genercontinued from page 9

'

Kristoff St. John, takes 'nis parents'
financial success for granted.
''Adam is very bright but very
spoiled, and he doesn't want to be
told what to do,'' St. John said.
''He's really just a kid in a man's
body.''
In this week's TV Guide, St. John
talks about his role as Adam, who is
a college senior.
''It's great to play a niCe
wholesome guy with many colors,''
he said, adding that the ''street roles''
he's used to auditioning for are
''ridiculous and depressing."
•

'

-

directed at the coaching staff and at

NCAA.

.

•

Ray

JCBilts-in-ald and recruitirig prOgrams
1n an effort to deter anyone who
might be teni.pted to follow the exam-

ple set by SMU.
· Oklahoma State University (OSU)
joined SMU on death penalty row.
Infractions against OSU date as far
back as 1984 when anOnymous and
confidential sources telephoned the
NCAA enfor~ment staff concerning ·
' th~,._recr_uitJ.!1.& actiy_itie_l of on~ of !he_
university's fOrmer assistant· football
coaches, according to the N~AA
committee on infractions.
·
The committee, during an inquiry
in 1986, found over 40 violations of
NCAA l_g islation.
In one particular case_
, the commit-

'

in the english department.
Ray had aspiraticins of becoming
an instructor, even to the point of becoming a student teacher in a creacontinued. from page I
tive writing class 3.t Dunbar High
School here in the District.
One Dunbar High School student
described her encounter with the and' ir\967·graduate in zoology.
''Since Cheek has come to the
autho~ during a difficult time in her
life. She told of how he found her university there has been a lot of
wandering' in a hallway after a bad progress in terms of the number of

Alumni

•

'

.

continued
from page 1
.

Cornelius Bates who sang a tearful

ver.s ion of ''We Are A Family,''
described him as a ''big brother'' to
all the members of the speech team.
copies of the book to ABC execu''He gave his time and talents to all
tives. Once they read it, a deal was of us,'' Bates said .
negotiated.
Although mourners wept at the
''I passed them around and said, end of the service, many of the par'' ... I'll be calling by Tuesday ta· see ticipants attempted evoke happier
· who's read it. We're going to have a memories of Ray as they remembered
book report, fellas,'' ~infrey said. him.
''Shawn was an articulate, proud
Winfrey also plans to produce To- young man with original, challenging
gi Morrison's ''Beloved,'' Mark
assertations,'' said Sandra Shannon,
M.athabane's ''Kaffir Boy'' and Zora who works in the department of
Neale Hurston's ''Their Eyes Were English.
Watching God.''
''His name was perfect for him for
he shown like a ray of sonshine, ''
St. John appeared in the T.V. wrote English Department Chairman
s~ries ''Charlie and Company'' with Dr. Ann Kelly in her tribute to him.
Flip Wilson and Gladys Knight,
''He was a poet, a creator who
The eldest child of the Marshall lived his life creatively ... he was fully
family is attorney Chantal, played by en~aged in life,'' said one ~r9fessor
Sharon Brown: Brown was awarded
the 1988 Dramalogue Award for her
performance as Effie White in the
road company production of the
musical ''Dreamgirls. ''

'

day and how he lifted her spirits.

and the improvement of the football

''He heICi out his hand to me and stadium.''
said that Whatever I needed he woufd
Although Franklin does not call
help me,'' she said. ''He told me that for Cheek's resignation, he does acI was special and that he knew there knowledge that there have been some
was something inside that he would serious problems at Howard.
try to bring it out," she added.
'
''Before Cheek came to Howard
twenty years' ago, my financial aid
Others gave tribute to Ray through was messed up,'' Franklin said. He
poetry and music. His poems ''Danc- also said that Cheek should be more
ing," ''i'm lost'' and ''basketball'' accessible to the students.
and· others were also rtad.
Ray is survived by his parents
Delores and Luther Ray, his grand'hlothef Ernestine Beverly and a large

•

'

Other African-American actors
featur~d in ''Generations'' are Rick
Fitts as Martin Jackson, a successful
real estate magnate and his wife
Doreen, a former singer played by ·a c:
tress Jonelle Allen .

'\

Commenting about her role, Allen
said, ''She's a black Erica Kane .
(referring to Susan Lucci's role on
''All My Children''] but way down
deep she has a heart of gold. It's the
kind of role black actresses don't get
a chance to play often.''

schools and colleges added, the radib station that has been established

extended family.

·

''I certainly support his resignation,'' said Mazie Rea, a Howard
alumna from the class of 1·949, She
added that there is a tremendous
amount of dissatisfaction wit-h

.

•

Because of the football program's
''fringe benefits,'' it had achieved
recruiting and competitive advantages and enjoyed great s1access. Since
then the co~mittee - has imposed
severe, extensive and far-reaching
penalties.
.
The penalties include a four-year

probauonary period; a prohibition
regarding postseason completions in

football following the I989, 1990 and
1991 seasons; and a reduction in the
initial. fil!!D~i~ aid ayt.ar~.

Ctieek's performance among the
Howard Alumni Club of Baltimore.
h

''I was one of those alumnae who'
panicipated in the sit in of 1968,''saiP
Phobe Dixon, who graduated in business administration in 1969.,
''The student~ called for the resig-

nation of Nabrit.(Cheek'.s predecessor) '\'for the some reason that the

alumni are calling for the resignation
of Cheek; he was not around.''
However, Dixon does not feel as
though the alumni should go as far
as calling for Cheeks resignation .
''He has done a lot of positive things
for the univer~ity, ''said Dixon, citing

the large amount of money she felt
he hJis raised for the school. •

.

"I would like to see what he does
to fix the problems of the university
in the future,'' said Dixon. ''If he is
not responsive, then they should let
him go,''she said.
''Chee~ has become out of touch
with students, alumni and faculty
inembers, '' said James Hadley, a
1981 graduate in the communications
master's program. ''If he is to continue, there has to be a change in
management style,'' he said.

'
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'

•
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•

•
•
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You nliss her sparkling '
sen5e of htu11or. She misses '
you and your jokes. Even th
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Servic
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear vour grand111other stat1 to giggle before vou
. even get to the. '
pm1ch lint!>.
So 1vhenever you nliss
her laughter, bring a sn1ile
to her face with AT&T.
out and touch s0riieone®

'

"Now they (the INS) periodically
Continued from page 2

had been illegally purchased to let a
athlete's jlirlfriend visit.him at school_,

•

Faculty····

Foreign

tee discovered that an airline ticket

''No matter how
bad they .are,
Gran aloves
to hear the
latest jokes.''

Thornton maintained that, ··
although, there are some basic ideological differences between the students and the adminstration, it is
continued from page i ~ necessary fOr the university to have
an operating consensus within which
the best interest of the AfricanRudolph Lutter, communications American community can survive
professor, echoed those same sen- and develop.
timents.
Many professors had to postpone
''I feel very positive about the ac- assignments and cancel lectfres as a
tivities. It shows that the students are result of the protest.
getting away from the apathy going
Thorton has temporarily extended
on in our society. It shows th..at they his office hows, and will hold Saturare interested and will do something day classes for those students who
about their concerns,'' Lutter said. were unable to come to class as a
"Hopefull_y, the protest will result result of the protest.
in a heightened sensitivity on behalf
''This will be a true testimony of
of the administration about the their dedication to the issues. The
d'esires and concerns of the stu- protest can only be called a disrupdents," he added.
tion if the students don'~ do anything
Associate political science profes- about missing class. So, I· say let's
sor Alvin Thornton feels that the pro- make it up,'' said Thornton, who has
test will have a positive effect on the taught at Hdward for nearly eight
campus community.
years.
''The greatest benefit will be inDebyii Thomas went one steP forcreased awareness .on part · of the ward. She used the protest as a teachfaculty, staff, and administration. ing mechanism for her class.
.
We need to communicate more effec''I gave my students an opportu:
tively," said the director of the un- nity to give speeches about the prodergraduate program in political test. So class wasn't wasted. It was
•
•
science.
·
just focused," Thomas said.

pulsions was changed in 1983, Bern
said. The school used to be required
to report immediately to the INS.

.

.

The committee found promises of
illegal inducements to prospective
athletes involving large sums of
money and use of automobiles at no
•
_,
continued from page 3 cost.
In view of the thorough investiga'
tion and the.cooperation extended by
cancellation of all live television ap- the current osu administration and
pearances in the 1988 season or. in coaching staff, the committee
postseason competition following · withheld numerous penalties,
FollOWing 0-SU's investgat1oi1, .
that season.
West Texas- State men's basketball
OSU accepted responsibility for . program was thoroughly inspected
nearly all of these violations after and failed.
what the committee on infractions
Currently on probation, West
called an ''unusual investigation'' Texas State has been barred by the
that was done by the university.
NCAA fro'1l 1988-89 postseason play
These violations · were not only and has received scholarship cuts.
numerous, but extensive in scope,
In additioil; severe penalties were
.
variety and depth.

"There's so much talent out there

and too few opportunities for us to
work. I want to change all that,"
book · to the screen and not shirk Winfrey said.
thou relationships,'' said Carole
''Brewster Place'' was originally
Isenberg, executive producer.
~
turned down by all three networks.
The cast includes: Cicely Tyson, However, a determined Winfrey took

Mary Alice ("A Different World"),
•

The cast and crew that worked on
the show-in front of and behin~ th~
camera-were mostly AfricanAmerican, female or both.

d

sen<J us a computerized list of all the
foreign students.'' Bern's office then
makes a note of the students' status

there was so n;.tuch support from the directly on the form and sends it
students and the corhmunity, I didn't back.
He said foreign students who work
think there would have been many
are not permitted to participate in
problems from the outside.''
demonstrations located at the place·
''I became very worried when I saw of employinent:
the police,•• said a junior 1 JHe tried
David Car liner is an atto.r ney who
to leave tiJe building, but was told by specialii:es in immigration law. In his
the student security te·a m that it was book, The Rights of Aliens (An
f too late.
.
American Civil liberties Union HandHowever, President James E. book), he states that even when there
Cheek and District Mayor Marioni is a conviction in student protests, the
Barry called off the police, citing student's status will only be affected
their concern for the students' safet:Y. when excessive absence from school
In the aftermath, several other ''meaningfully interrupts his
foreign students expressed relief. ''I studies."
would have been in big trouble for
Carliner points out, however, that
sure,•• recalls a junior who was ac- if beyond protesting, a student is contive in the protest. ''But when I saw victed of acts involving ''moral turthe togetherness of the students, I pitude,'' he or she will be liable for
decided that what will be, will be.'' 1deportation. For this Carliner men''I was worried about it in terms of tioned such examples as arson,
expulsion,'' said Barry Bern: director murder and r_a_pe.

If vou 'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
. llervices, like the AT&T Card
call us at 1800222-0300.

•

i

'

•

of the Office of International Student - ' 'The ACLU would defend a stu-

Services.
dent's right to protest in a building
Bern said that if a student had been to which he has access,'' he said.
expelled, the Immigration and
For students applying for resident
Naturalization Service would .have status, ' ther~ is.~ claU:se which .~ks
him or her deported upon not1fica- whether an 1nd1v1dual had ev~r adtion. This is because by no longer be- ~ v~ated ... by utterance, by wr1t~e11: or
ing in school. the student's visa p~1nted matter.or ~hrough af~l.1at1on
would have been rendered invalid.
with ~n orgaruzat1on, ~fpos1t1on to
As a safeguard the student lea~ers organized government.
included student amnesty in t eir
This: says Carlin~r ;;applies to
demands to the. admininstratio . .
anarch~sts and terrorists an_d not to
The procedu·res for reporting ex- protesting students.

ATILT

The right choice.
'
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my understanding, was done by the

police and the SWAT team,'' said
Johnson. ''We weren't there to cause

'

'

•

~

continued fr(}m page 3

'

and

~served

~

nearly 20 hours last

Monday.

.

In addition to~so=r~e~
ness-and stiffness,-the students encountered some
disruption in sleeping patterns.
''My sleeping cycle was off .t he eritire week. Although I slept all day
Thursday, I was wide awake at midnight on Friday,'' Rhodes Said.
He also added that he spent the entire weekentd sleeping in the day and
waking up a night .
The days of missed classes didn't
cause most participants unusual or
unexpected academin problems.
''I'd say about half of the professors were very lenient,'' said Cliff
Frith, a junior microbiology major.
''I had one exarµ postponed three
times and there are only two classes
in which I will have to work hard to
catch up," Frith said .
,
''Most of my professors'Said they
· resP.ected what students did; some
WerC even behind us 100 percent,"
said junior broadcast production
major Marcus Skinner.

Trustees

Editor

Johnson

continued from page

delegates stressed that.''
''As far as any intense damage, it

didn't come through us,'' she said.
Students took precautions in the
the ''A''-building and the limited
number of volunteers, it was a Data Entry Financial Programming
Office, placing desktop items into
problem in itself,'' Johnson said.
She added that the committee per· Xerox boxes. The office was used as
formed many of their duties while the a temporary kitchen and communicenter~
. __ .
·
building was still occupied and ''did cations
11
• - - We left notes on all the desks to
as welt as could be expected.''
· ''We cleaned the bathrooms, apologize for things out of pl.ac~ f~~
mopped, and swept and made sure when [the employees] came back 1n,
that toilet paper and paper towels said Glynnis Hill, student protester.
''In a sense we were thanking them
were kept 1n stock in the
indirectly," said Johnson.
bathrooms,•'' she said.
''They didn't move a Jot of stuff,•:
Tucker said that he didn't check
the bathrooms for cleanliness, but in- said data entry office worker Dick
spected them to detect any possible Wencloff. ''It wasn't too bad considering how long they were here and
damage to water pipes .
left a nice note.''
. .
''We had to clean the carpet on-the they
In addition , Cramton Aud1tor1um
fourth floor, strip, mop, and buff the
hallways, put new doors on the third was. included in the list of da~ages.
floor and replace the lock on thC roof
"It cost $1,200 to repair the seats
doors,'' said Ernest Reed, a physical
in Cramton, '' said Tucker. ••A lot of
facilities employee.
the seats had been cut up or stood in-.
However, according to Johnson, Also, we had just purchased a new
the students were encouraged to keep podium for the president and the stuthe facilities in functi6nal condition. dents used it to stand on causihg $500
''The majority of the damage, to worth of damage. ''

_;_

Students

damage to the building and the

continued from page
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Aneta Robinson, a junior political
science major, said &he !hinks the
academic catch-up won't take too

long because students knew what to
expect after the protest and w_ere prepared for it.
''Academically I'm okay. I wcls
prepared to study while I was in the
'A'-building. We actually h~ld some
classes on the fourth floor:'"-' Robinson said.
·
Employees of the offices in the

building are also having few difficul-

ties getting back to work.
''We've caught-up with our
work,'' said Vivian Parnell, account
analyst. ''Since our work depends on
the completion of work in the financial aid office, the protest didn't really slow .us down much. The biggest
problem we encountered was that
st6tlents were not allowed to pay or
receiving money,'' Parnell said.

The post office housed in the ad-

ministration building also reported
having no extreme problems as a
result of the protest.
•'Needless to say We were somewhat disrupoted, '' said Alexander
Chalmers, executive assistant to the
vice-president for budget and fiscal
affairs.
''There was no window service for
three days, .no stamps or money ordprotest was worthwhile.
''This goes to show that our acting
reaped some more benefits,'' said"
Swaby. ''They would not have met if
we had not protested," he said.
The' senior finance major said the
trustees are now seeing what their
''c harge ~' is.

" [They] should have been check-

this caliber, on the field and off,

shouldn't have been allowed lo leave.
I don't think Howard offered Jeffries

anything to stay, especially compared
to S.C. State,'' said Johnson.
But Johnson doesn't refer to
m1 ney when he speaks of Jeffries'
departure. ''I think JeffriCs wanted
little things like renovating the-weight
room, which is happening now, and
getting the team a training table,'' he

· said.

''But let's get back to basketball
and me," said Johnson. ''Maybe I'll
S;et more girls after this article."

He then explained that basketball

•

and football go hand in hand as far
as agility, jumping and quickness are
concerned.
''Basketball will enhance me when
it's time for the NFL scouts,'' he
said. At the prospect of becoming a
professional football player,
Johnson's demeanor changed. His
conversation is more animated ... and
cocky.
•
•

in-chief; and 03.rfield Swaby, said the university has been authotiz- ing on what Cheek is doing,'' he said.
Howard University Student Associa- ed too borrow the $61 million for im- "lt shouldn't be a case where your
tion president.
· provements . .These changes may be subordinate! is running the show .
Robertson competed for the posi- dei ayed, however, ''since some of the They should be running the show,"
tion against James Herring, a renovations will require the disloca- Swaby said .
sophomore finance major. The Col- tion of residents , " the l;>oard said.1
The trustees also urged the ad~ Und~rgrA.duate Tr1;1stee Daniel
umbus, Ga. native was the only other
·candidate who vied for the position. ministration to ensure adequate cam- l_ Goodwin. said the ~eet1ng wa~tan efAccording to Johns, Robertson pu s security and endorsed the . fo rt on the Boa;d s part to. make
was selected because he was the best establishment of a graduate African- sure that ~verYt;htng that P,<>Ss1bly c~n
American studies curriculum and a be. done is being ct~ne . Good"".'1n
qualifed for the job.
''I have known Alonza for three program of community service for said_ th~ trustees will soon be 1n~
ves~1gatlng
~gres~ of each of the
years and I have watched him mature academic credit.
The possibility of a tuition increase <?ffices of t e university·
and grow to understand how a paper
1s run .
will be addressed at the board's April
He added th board's intention is
''He's not afraid to admit his meeting, but in the meantime, they not necessarily to remove or change
mistakes and makes an effort to cor- told the administration to ''in the any members of existing mana'gere~t them. In addition, he was very
future, bring forth any recommenda- ment, bu..t rather an attempt to
impressive, both on paper, and in the tions regarding tuition rates at the ''check out the management system
interview,'' Johns said.
board's January meetings!'
that's already se~_ in'," he said.
Roberison ii.as interned with the
Garfield Swaby, president of the
The junior political science major
Tampa Tribune, The Wall Street Jour- Howard University Student Associa- said the reason the trustees weren't
nal and the Washington Bureau of tion, said the meeting is just an of- coricentrating on the problemi the
The Philadelphia Inquirer . He will in- ficial realization on the hoard's students were having, was be(ause
tern with The Washingtof! Post this behalf of the problems which they didn't know the extent of the
c:11,mm1"r _
students are having and it proves the problem . '
--

HUSA

ers sol. WC were unable to distribute
registered or certified mail or make
deliveries during the period and it has

created a slight backlog."

- '..,'

continued from. pap 1

Chalmers added that the ost of lost
time has not been determined but
does not consider it great. , .
''We lost about five days of
work,'' said Adrienne Price director

Branch have already begun working

on include the Alumni Adopt-a-

of Financial Aid and Student Employment. "We had a back log in the

Student program, thC Booster Fund,

which will support the Athletic

beginning and now we have more of
one. This has been a critical time for
the financial aid ofice because 'We
hav'e to meet federal deadlines.

Department and the Alumni Support

Us Fund, which is expected to raise
more than $2 million in the first year
for financial aid use.
·
Pho)le-in registation may take a
year before it is actually im-

When we returned to work on
Thursday, everything was not back to
normal right away. We had toi help
witht he cleanup of the offices, and
therefore no substantial amount .of
work was completed,'' she said.
Although the student protest
somewhat hindered their work,
financial aid office employees say
they feel no animosity towards
students .

plemented, "but hopefully by the end
administra~ion.

of our

we can say

that we played'a very important part

1

in eliminating the registration dilemma,'' Goodwin said.
''This ~ spirit is a spirit of unity,
where evc;O'one has come together by
giving thei':r support to student leaders
in the quest for better conditions at
H-o ward,'' said Branch.
•

''I feel the students should protest
things of a concern to them," Prince
said . ''I just felt a little frustrated
kPowing the protest kept me from
doing my job when it was my job that
students wanted done," Price said.

As Dunmore and the team gave
thanks to all ' of their ''supporters, ·
family and God," they said they want
to send a message Of assurance that
they can do the job._

aid will be effected by May this year.
''This system will interphase with
other systems currently in existence,''
he said.!. .
·
.. _ ~ '
Griffin continued, ''The whole
system will allow communication between
ad'rnisssions,
student accounts •
continued from page ·t
•
• •
•
reg1strat1on, and financial aid files
This will make the system more effi:
July and August and can complete cient so that all information about a
the registration process then .
particular student can be accessible at
At this point, said Franklin, ''the once and the process will take less
student is officially registered . The time.!.
a
bursar's office then trigge~s reserved
' system is designed to provide
classes and determines whether there
''The
are sufficient funds to trigger the the university information 3.bout the
co mpUter
p·rogram
which availability of funds to every appliautomatically validates the , cer- cant . It will ·cut down on the papertificates with addresses on them.'' work previously required. Only one
Registration deadlines for new financial aid form is being used
students will be Aug. 23 and 24 and now_," Griffil! said.
late registration will be Aug. 25
through Sept. I , 1989.
When the new syStem is completePre-registration for the fall 1989 ly in use, the information received
semester will be conducted from from each student wll be entered
March 27 through April 17 this year. directly into his or her file cind
Registration materials for the fall will therefore, directly into the universibe mailed to the loCal address of each ty system where it will be easily
currently enrolled student .
retrieved, he said.
Materials for summer '89 registration may be reque&,ted at' Window 9
According to trends shown by
in the registrar's office in the Adstatistics from the Office of Admisministration Building.
According to Emmet Griffin Jr., sions, the AUmber of incoming
acting director of admissions, a new students oext year should amount to
solar computer system for financial figures similar to those last year.

Register
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I ._r
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Jennifer Lauinger
Joe Vella
Jim Rayborn
Alex Genhanik
CJ . Blagg
Jennifer Smith
Bernard Coot
Stat"ey Walson
Allison c.artricd
Denise Warner
Eleen Harrigan
Ale:.: Kleii:ks
Erin Marp
Regina Weber
Keri Scnie
Katie Krizan
San Melendez
Jobnny, Cbalouhi
Maria Famar
Liz Mar1ell
Michael Patman
Lee Hibbets
Kenya Claxton
Jania Hceb

'•

•

We Support Justice for Janitors

Xa.W.. Fitzgenld

Tracey Slaort
Shawnee Hom&on
AJeJWKh Chute
Tim FOiier
Bedll Mi1Chell
Robert Maxin
Paul Hcinman
Tonn Cabi&o

Katbryn Kacbenbialci
w. POOi Ledford
Ava Rog«a
Micltelle Schembrie
K. &rtokm::i
Akblodra Stafani
Dlvid c.:.e.io.

U..Bomt
' AbhinaDd Unakul
Christine Santlp"CC
Stratford Wallace
• Cecilia Platz
MaryWii.on
JutDaRimzo
James Pomiuelli
Jeffrey Kiell

Cbria Thompion
, Maria GftlOIY
Jen Morey
Martha Elllbovea
Tom Kelly
Michael KuriUowski
Jenni£er K. Burr

Daniel Ruuel
Jeffrey Smith
William Dempi
Nick &:best
Kent C ullerbenz
David Lane
Ju.tin Rearbuir
Samanlba Hcen
F.dward Santos ;>Greg Doherty
Dawn Kristactter
F.dward Edogcr
AbOOuKarim
Christina Smith
Cynlbia Ru:
Lori Lavoy
Nino Goda
LiDWi Teny
Lisa Scbumaktr 1

Pbyllil Beny
N.M. VeHIOD
Maria R. RcUiguiz

Erik A. Mediu

s.i... s.to
BijuJ Goidri

Teni Jonea . '

Lany~U

Cbo<ylL-

KayoMo' smw
AM. Sautau
Din Grilb
Mary TaMani

Man:Hopkim
Felicia Worrell

Sh>roo!Wrio

Jc.eHarria
Mob.am.med M1aa
Eli..bMoUmed

Diam Paulin
Dahlia Wil9011.
Cbril Bodiford
RidwdPilher

lllvid Wal.lh
Omar Tollli11
AmyWolboe
Kri.ci11 Roider

Li11Soen

RodLyoall

Mart. Fuller

GemgeAquiu

c. Slode

William M11my
Anne Klaverkamp '
ADgel Cuteru

H.T. T"'°"'

Robert Kyler

Y"oue Jrl'OG
Boaita Oampioa

PUrictBeloog

&ic M. Jacboai
PaiUUa Robertaon
Gloria wtliwllead

Cbria LiVay
!WrioEql«
Pu:t Nowlli

l""J*iM Mtli..

•

'

'

Laverne Cbaie
c.assandJ2 Alston
' mackwell .
Patricia
Lisa Kyer
c.aren Carnegie
Cynthia Blount
Yul c.ampbell
Natalie Beckwith
Marlt Lygb.t
Ruth White:uer
Rcdericl:: c.ad Haynes
Mal'lin Nc&byth
Simone Ruiz

N£or Olcar

Karin Harri1e1n
Rqiaald Miller
Dawai ne Carter
HanyCallil
Leana Fruman
Shawn Wai.on

Steven Moore
t....

S-Kado
Heidi La:mae
S..SleWud
llidl evua
KllMri• &.,....,
Ki•brdy C. Bb hr
Roba"kt • • Iii

c. Ridwdtoo
Fra"°DC Jones
·Ronald Jacbon
Robert wtiite
Kelvin Beatty

•

La•rece Lawa
MtcheUe C.artier

Doug y C111DLlll
A.-.Cre e'
Ka1'-llqle
Pdrid<Muy
M.iaJCrioti

Michael Warren
Hulan Ma.ss.iley .
F1ederidt Laney
Reginald Taylor
Lashawn McDuffie
Cbriitopher Montague
Serena Higgins
Shirley Hill
c.ano. Herndon
Pallit"e Fl'llCJ
RuthAbnham
&kinder Oirmay

Carolyn Freeman
PieK"ellama

Regine Beauboent
Sybil Cineaa
James G. Conley
Clarence Woods
Tracy Hemingway
Lianne WilliamlOll
Tebogo Mulabotbe
Aimee l.eltzer
Micbael McCooey
Chris Gavipn
Bill Tar9CM'N:i
JalleYli SVerel
Ellen Miuphy
Vkloria Taylor
Tanya M. PariaRodrid: Oreeuwont

1-.k. Vu Amburg
Gerald Pe1U1y

WeUeyMilla

Veronica Reed
Bridgette Kilkenny

Jennifer Bwna

-'l'-

Leslie Jordap

Duane Elliot

Ed Lyoch

l...uaDDC Brighten
Stei*G BenlWi.11
Craig Smilh
Rab Ky .
S•rzanne Gould
Hemy aemme:nt
Pamela Brown
Jeny White
Ouialopber Damian
Ralli White
Leu.I Rusbing
Anckew Nottingham
J .D. Fry
Wendy Gerwin

Karen Cnwford

c. Browo

Adrian Seel.in

Mdiaa Zaik
Ian McPb~
EJiubelb Michele
Julie O 'Connell
Jef"ge C.ortimer
Eugene Walsh
Jennifer Aiiet
Mallhew Billinply •
Peter Glemlow
{
A.tine Kenna
Susan Baker
David Black
Kevin C'.ooper
Fnn.,,.. Vitdli

1

Raymond Euger
Dlvid Cunell.a
Ali.an A. Sanden
Stephanie Moa
Siepba.Die L Jones
Patrick Mann
Katherine Curtin
Tonya Bowla

Courtney eo.w;,

AiJliDD Md}enie

'

A Pllilpoa

SooUJeJUCD

i

,--

""'"Du
David A Merrill

Philia Fahey
Kathryn Rilzo
Kathryn Richley
Paul Rolin
Janene Collim
Kellie Auletta
Philip Gallagher
Mwid Maignan
Caidan Kelly
MichaeJ Stanley
P. Fitzgemd
C. Sleedlauk
Ploa.ibel Qua.ada
Diego RcUigucz
Carioo Rodri
•
gucz
'Wayne Vines
Anne LaValk:e1'
Vtaoria SlaltMK:t.
Sooa FilUD
&icRipod

Moira Fitzgibbons

,

Aabley Henry

~=~:n
Maria Charlton

Bilt. Finneran

•

Kyle Sclrimidinger
Joyce 8rowll
Kate McGowern
Paul J . Rubin

~tii::;:

Kinky Friedman
Nicola Dalta
Mary RUMCll
Mdindai Jene
Meredith Wakelyn
Atagela Ronc.alli
Martin Sczalza
John Gies

Sck.h Elhlilhir

'

'

Donald Dickerson
Tim Nie
Atatoinetle Jobnson
Michelle Green
Valeria Mack
Richard Chisholm
Nuecaa Saleem
Kama Waallington
Aurdia Boland
Linda McMillan
Kabina Brinkley
Aldean Peal'IOlll
Belindl Clayburn
Kimberty Beynum
SbalUl-Oll Payne
Dus.an Spuic
T.Jacbon
Thomas Seauge
1im McGowan
Paul Dautt
Marlene MacDonald
Heleooiac Fries
Keryn VeRDCWald
l.ounlea Mar1ell
Robert lannore
Molly Duyan
Beth KashalUI
Lyn.n Hebert
David Battey

Dci- M<xriKy
Raebel C..dtoa

McgBumim
JjJ~ W°Dgirdt
AkxanmaHag
JJ, Schmidt
Tonia Pink>
Michael Maloaey

MM)'R<sial<i
Doo Mybill

~Uwia

.

a...N....,.

Molly Been '

-

-

Kathy SleYens
Belli Gavia
Gi:etcbe11 Goetner
Kim Bona.OOOll.e

Lorrie Banon

,

1berae Chrialofili
&IMcGorman
Lynn Ulley
Tom Sefcik
Timothy Laffey
Criateria Gao1 Gieveros
Mike Mu.my
Kim Primakl
Mtcbad Weil
Glori.a lnigidez
MtcbaelGut
JeaMooory
' Cluiatioe M:aroo
TroySoDDUlti
Gianne Ali
Jmey hKdla
l..orai Holihan
Raray• Ajk>emi

Lillda RaimODd '
Joe Guglielmo

Gerald Ttlmore
Eileesl Moore
ADD Soeeringri

•

McgO' Bryaa
Anne Dougherty

Meg Naughloa
De Win Sulliwn
TheraaMwny
Nico&e Pothier
Anne Toomey
Bettina Pruckmayer
Ashley Finn
Jennifer Cunningham
Cheryl Ann Williams
Dotochy Coky
Teresa Carlo
Muy Kay Canarte
Cbriatin.i Cupenler
Thomas Coipuram
Jenni£,::r Taille
Kathy"Setunar .
'
Lya Bing&n. · ·
Sandra Langlais
Laura Dorian
nomaa· ~ .
Lori Bram.bi.Ila
Cay GoldllOD
Carolyn Mickut
Del Woo&yrne
Ju.lie IJonoyO
Jerry DiCria1¢<:.o
Cdia A'an•sio
DeKft McGowan
Michelle Dohrmann
Xathy Smilb
Amy McDonald

'

TeraaSiuca

roi.oo......

John~

&ic FOiier
Blas c.ar1e
Kristin Scherzer
AM<>n Mixer
Alberta Davis
Lisa Buckwalter
Karen Bl wnenitock
Kn-in Richardt
Amy Ferrino
Ami Maundy
Marisa Ugalde
EJiubeth More
Armando Jay Gt"eiziz
&in O'Leary
Kellie Mclaughlin
Margaret Miicbell
Moniz Franco
Amiee Droos
Kevin Nurriryte
{\.Dnie Melnick
Mdi.ua Pagano
Ali... Lascher
Latricia Tillman
Karin Milkr
Maria Elena Colangelo
Carl Wirgle
Ouiatina 8olet
Kathy Cochran
Tmu MclllUDey
Mutaoe Mu.lier
Ashley Ju
Karen FOPltaDI
Peta' Marigliano
A1Mkew Spahn
Kriltia VanDervort
JCalberine Krl:yslOn
Faith Devine

Janie Sin.
Mylia Mecly
AmySbeber
Madeline Sulli\'an
Jmtine Germ.111n
Nicholle Li"erp:iol

Jen Staudermetcr
Gecqe Jeonlag
Nafria VallLe
Kalberiac O'Rowke
Bart.ra Uogua
Jemica Shea
Gary Ciocco
1im Kelly
Anthony LaManna
Robert Miaia.cci
Mart Mcfkr.Nell
Robin Ridge
Suun Eichler
Maria lerhauir
TbaacSleWUt
Viceoria Maseulli
Regina Pdrioelli
Thomas Bal1ole
Pall.I Keeley
' Jim Triw
Jim Welz.er
Tom Balzt'boe
Tara Pderma•
Tbomu Turner
•
~tberiot: C.onley
Slephea Pbillipi
Peta' Troy
Nancy Simmom
Sara Cllittum
Bob DcNatoie
P.Repcao

•'
'

NK:k Perri
Anna Pdrooezio

--

..... w........
Uyea Tn•
Fruca West
Marcell.a Ray

Thom.as McNulty
Kalbka Thoma
Amy DcaoY.111.
C..tberine Gloringer
Carolyn PaecpanlocUo
MdiauStoaes i
Mii::hdJe Ncwm•a

Caroliu Nazzaro

'

JenaiferCo
Liu Welalri
Alice McGuin:
Oriatine Schmidt
Cbayl R11bimki
0.vidG.-, 11

\

Duid L.cwil
ThayQWu

L

Kdly O'l.oole
Kim Tierney
Kimberlyn Moote
JamaKme
Edward O ' Hara
Antbony Mapua
Mic:Uel Keucdy

'

'

'

JoJsllCI for JHltln
Drl•lzlll CWllllll

'

Local 525/Sefvice E11oplc~tll im.mationll Llnion

1017 12th Stree1 NW. Wathington. DC 20005 (202) 1188-1506
(

'

'
I

'

\
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J
•
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WRITE FOR ME
Word Processing Service

Term Papers. ResurT)eS, Research Papers,
Manuscripts, Ar1ything and Everything.
Rush Jobs, weekend pickup and clelivery
available.
Eydie Whittington 889-3055
Studen~s! !

Faculty!! Passersby!!
Come join Noonday Prayer Christian
Fellowship on Wednesdays and Fridays
from noon to l pm. Our informal service

is held in Lthe Ranl:.in Chapel. Come
praise the ord! ! !

DOES SCIENCE INTEREST YOU?
Graduate training in our deJXlrtment provides a career with the rewards of

1- - - - -..teaching and the challenges of

research

in ~iverse areas: Cell Biology, Neuro~

C:iences, Pa leontology, Develpmento l
Biology and Protein Chemistry. To•app!y, write. call or visit: Graduate Cahairman, Dept. Anatomy, Howard
University

•

THE INTERN ATlONA.L FRATERN~
TY OF DELTA SIGMA Pl, IOTA
RHO CHAPTER, regrets to inform
alumni, faculty and student body that
due to recent developments regarding
student demonstrations our annual

YELLOW ROSE CABERET hos been
•

postponed and relocated to Saturday,
April 8, 1989 at the Ramada Renaissance
Hotel. 10pm-2am Tickets $10 on sole at
Cramton Aud. $12 of the door. For more
info. contact Michelle Chambers at
636-1921 or Th0mas Crenshaw at-

636-0331
The DC Rape CrisisCenter needs
volunteers (women/men) to provide
counseling and accompaniement to survivors of sexual assault. Training begins

Morch 9th. Coll 232-07B9.

The School of Education, Office of
Leadership Developrryent and Training is
recr~iting students to Participate in an
AIDS Risk . Reduc'tion Communi t y
Outreach Project. lf interested contact
Soniai Reynolds on 636-5782

The Counceling and Student Personnel
Association (CASPA) of Howa rd University will hove its spring conference
Saturday, April 8, 1989
8~ 30om · to 4:30pm
Place: The Auditorium in Blackburn
Center on the Howard University Campus. Registration can take place saturday morning. Refreshments and lunch
wi ll be served. For more information contact: Frances Graham at 636-7000 or

Darryl Jones at 636-0399

The lnternqtional Fraternity
of Delta Sigma Pi
Iota Rho Chapter

The Political Science Society holds it
General Body Meeting every Wednesday
at 5:00pm in Douglass Holl rm 8-21

Reasonable student rates
UGSA Spring Black Arts Fashion ShoW
is nqw accepting proposals from Howard
UniversJ.ty student designers and artist for
the April 18th show. Those interested
please. c;:ontact show coordinator Saba
Somee in the UGSA office at 636-6818
or 636-6919 as soon as possible. Thank
You.

A room for rent in nice neighborhood
ond walk t·o Howard. $265/month

vs.

Washington Bullets
Fri. April 7th at 8pm
$ 18 fickets available for $12.50.
Transportation is extra. Call 636-1809

6Bl-3B97.

or 797-0916 or 636-0617 by Morch 2nd.

To my sarors,. friends and fellow

- FA.CULT,Y/STAFF/STUDENTS

Top price's po'id~for used and unwanted
textbooks with resale value.
Tim Jones

Students!! Faculty!! Passersby!!!!
Come join Noonday Prayer Christion
Fellowship on Wednesdays and Fridays
from noon to l p.m. Our informal service is held in the Rankin Chapel. Come
praise the Lord!!!!
Africon-Americ.ons in Business:
Managing Corporate Cul ing
-Must have pleasant phone voice
-Pleasant personality
-Flexible hours (Preferably morning)
Leave message for;

SponSored
Society.

by the Political

•

1

Audrey at 832-4293

PIANIST /ORGANIST FLEXIBLE TO PL(' Y
FOR CHURCH.
Curtis Boston 983-3427

299-B073

Rev Johnson 963-441 4

'

RENT

Student wanted to share spoceous
house. 5 blocks to campus, mOdern ~it
chen, both & washer $265 including
utils. 723-5336. Leave message.
Fema le Students-Room for rent.
Wa lking distance from campus. 2 private
rooms and choir. Lorge lovely home .
Furnished, utilities included. $300 if
response is immediate. Call 681 -5761 or

234-2954.

•

Summer Housing
Female roomate needed to share
townhouse. Walking distance from campus. ·Availabi!', from June 1. 1989. Coll

(202)• 4B3·616G.

I

days. Together we MADE
a difference. 2 BLACK 2 STRONG.

Kremay,
Hippity Happity 18th B-doy! With caviar
wishes and Slim-fast dreams, may your
Gucci's be gotten and you Coaches
coached. I love you expensively.

'''

•••

Keeb
KAT
Not 19&1. lt's20
'B6 3RD FLOOR WHEATLEY CREW
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

•

Also:

UTFO

I

Right after Sprin,g Break,(
March 31st ,

Not 19& l
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Love Angie and Lynn
To Kathy Orr:
Happy B-Dby. Make it a good one!
Cassandra qpd Michelle

Live Anti-Drug Video to be filmed during the concert
.
-

Coach Word,
Today is not o sad day.
It is a day Of new begi~nings.
Acknowledge Him in all your ways
and he shall direct your path.
Love,
Y~ur west cocist daughter,
Suzanne

Sister April Silver,

Whistle

For more information call
483-7300!

I

You've mode us all beam with pride.
We knew of your dreams and desires for
your people. We k·new of your plans and
potential. And now, given the opportunity, you are tu.rning those dreams into
real ity. Remain rooted in imani and kujichagulia, dnd v.'e' ll continue to find it~
a jo'{ to follow you.
Your sisters,

The Alpha Sweetheart Court

Happy Birthday to my beautiful li ne sister
Natalie Stroud. I love you.

27-A-BB
Happy Birthday to Kathryn D. Orr. The
Emperor· of the Universe. Peace and
Love,
Grand Poobah D.P. and Joey 8.

•

S.O.>\.l.D.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARYt!

1

Robert Vi(kers.
I appreciate you p_it,i::hing in,
two weeks in b row!
. Thanks for caring.
I

Happy birthday to my bebutiful fut1.? re
low partner, Natalie Stroud. The world is
not quite ready for what we have to offer. Good luck and 1'11 be there on the
13th!
Love, Derrick.

ARE PEOPLE WHO WANT
CROPS WITHOUT PLOWING
THE GROUND.
.ffederic li. Oouglo5s

"

•

·S.A.

RENOUNCE CONTROVERSY

'

.

Kathy Orr
Grow up and be 20

To my sands of AKA:

'••

Happy 2nd Anniversary!! l
Spring break may part .us next week.
but distance will never break the bond.
•
I love you all,
Skee-wee

STARTS TODAY AT THESE TBEA'TRES
VIRGINIA

w1: 1 1~rfii•l~8•Iit

33-A-B7

CAPrTOL H IU.1.&2 .

507 81h St.• SE
547·1210

•

•AMC ACA DE MY 14
Greenbelt, MD -

Rockville, MO

23rd & l Sts .. NW
293·3152
• CINEPLEX OD EON

•AMC RIVERT OWN E
Oxon Hll. MD

459-8070

770·32'.12
•

PLAZA 7

'

949·9200

MARt0 W' 6
Marlow Heights.

Au.EN 1&2
Takoma Park. MD

- -

· Howord students roise their arms in protest atop the Administration Building.

270·2288

•

• DOLBY STEREO
~'nu ndt."d

'

J.

Mljl

e~close

$5 check or money order
mode payable to:

· with a serious interest

in spreading laughter
through the an·
cient art of Cir-

cus clowning,
Ringling
Bros. ahd
Ram um
&

PLAZA 8

Gaithersburg. MO

948-4080

Arhng1on. VA

Alexandria , VA

243·~844

799·1 BOO

C HfCt< THE ATllE OlllECTOflY FOfl s;;owTMES

.

NTERPRISES-Maid & Janita rlal Se l'V lces
Photagraphy & Video Service •
lns11rance Age nt / Broker
Will LITAKER
Presiden t

- Cal! for estimates!

-

----

Pe rsonal Managem ent
f inanc ial Planning
Pre- fu ne ral Arrongcm onh
(Office ;:t: ) 30 1-369( 6633
(Pager#> ) 202·825-0398

Bailey
Clown College,
a tu ition-free
institution ol
higher learning,
would like to
see you at o ur

Please mail me
poster(s) 17 x 22'' at $5 each . Please include 50 cents for postage &
hqndling.

Auditions. Wear
comfortable

and
don ·1 forget

c lothes,

. '

your funny

POSTERS ARE SUITABLE FOR FRAMING: (Black & White photo
with Reel, Black, & Green lettering).
'
., ,
Please Print:
Nome=----- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - -

Address: ---------------------------~-

I

LOEWS QUINCE
ORCHA RD 1& 2

352-4750
•Mi VERNON
M l.ILTIP.L£X 10

~·<·Id

If you are a young man or
-..ornan. 17 years Of older

''Students United, Will Never Be Defeated''

I

AMC COURTH OUSE

Fairfax. VA

BOX 15186 WASH INGTON, D.C. 20003·0! 86

•

-------

490-8001

790·1007
•MOVIES AT FAIR OAllS

AUDITIONS!
••

Ten percent of proceeds to be donated to the African American Scholarship Fund.

-- -------

690·6323

•LOEWS TYSON$
CORNER 8
Mclean. VA

CRYSTAL CLEAR ENTERPRISES

"

City:
State: _ _ _ _ _ __ __
(Please allow 1 week for delivery)
,
Total · amount enclosed $

AMC POTO MAC MIW
Woodbr•dge, VA

671-0910

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH ·~

•

Suite 42
112 Mic higan Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20017

VIRGINIA

.

·--------------------------------------------------,~-·~·---------------·
PROTEST POSTE R

2BLACK/2STRONG PRODUCTIONS

924·3837

Laurel, MO

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH

March 6, 1989

To order Commemorative Posters

1!10!<! i,,. ln •in

Arlington. VA

OLNEY, 9 CINEMAS
Olney, MD

423-6363
.
1055 Thomas Jell St., NW * HOYTS LA UREL
LAii.ES CIN EMAS 8
337·0094

MARYLAND

• CINEPLEX ODEO N
SHIRLINGTON 7

W he11ton, MD

839-0696
• CI NEP.l.EX OO EON

876-1800

•LOEWS WHEATON

" 1(8 F"OUNDRY 7

•

•ARLINGTON Bl.YO./
LEE HWY MULTIPLEX
CINEMA 12
-•
Merrifield. VA

LOEW S

· RA NDOLPH 1&2

441 ·8800
•AMC CARROU.TO N S
New Carro llto n, MD .

244-0880

MARYLAND

MARYLAND

• CINEP LEX ODEON
CIRCLE WEST END 4

WISCONSIN AVE.
CINEMAS
4000 W isc. Ave., NW

••

•

JUNGLE BROTHERS

To us who stood up for our principles :
Congradulotions. We have been bought
(and sold) for too long
•
Angela Greerie

"

IF THERE tS HO STRUGGLE,
THERE IS NO PROGRESS.
THOSE WHO PROFESS TO
FA. YOR FREEDOM AND YET

•

•

.
Love
28 Mteu le

STUDENTS ' UNITED, WILL NEVER BE DEF EA TED
'

Straight outI the jungle
we have ....
The

.Y.A. Bonner

NEVER FORGET

i.

'•

3 1/:z

Science

GREENPEACE ACTION: An Environmental O~ganization seeks a Grassroots Lobbyi ng Coordinator for Notional Toxics
Campaign. Experience with grassroots
based campogins, lobbying, or canvassing organizationS valuable. Knowledge
of TC>Kfcs iss~es helplul. Please send
resume to David Rappaport, ·Greenpeace
Action, 1436''U'' St. NW: Washington ,

o·. Cooper

Live from Africa!!!

PERSONA.LS '
stud111ls:

DC 20009. GPA is on EOE.

636-0331.

•

Cleveland Cavaliers
•

Political Science Man:h 27-30th

regrets to inform alumni, faculty.and student body that due to student
demonstrations our annua l YELLOW
ROSE CABERET hos beeri posponed until April 8th. Coll Ms. Chambers at
636-1921 or Mr . Crenshaw at

Coll K&~ photo • 3B7'72B4

-

.

Attention all students organizations the
Public Affairs Dept . at WHBC 830AM ,
TAJ Book S1nlce
will be accepting announcements for free
722-0701
events that you wi11 be sponsoring this
SUPPORT A STUDENT
semester. Make all announcements adENTERPRISE
dressed to Lenora Rush Traffic/Public AfJOBS
fairs Director and drop them off iA roorr1
G-19 in the basement of the C.B. Powell
The Howard University Alumn i
building.
Cheerleaders Association (HUACA) is
sponsoring its annual SK Spring Trot
Business Students Gain Practical Experience in Ma r~eting, Advertising, and· Walk/Race. Sunday, April 2, 1989.
Sales: Car a plus and flexible day hours . Greene Stadium Howard University
1003 K St. NW. Near HowOrd UnivWsi- Campus. 8:00om. Entry Fee $5.00.
Come and Join .HUACA for a morning
ty. Pho.ne 783-6489
of fun, fitness and prizes. You tax Deductible contribution will be donated to the
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Howard University Cheerleader S~holar
It's a Black Thang ...
·
You woulcl'nt understand! ' ship Fund .. For further information coll
636-7156 or 636-71 43.
If you do not understand coll 269-1620
for more information.

Do you wont pleasure, power and purpose? !hen you need the perfect plan! I
Tom Skinner Asssociotes got it-THE
PERFECT PLAN. Dote, Time and Place to
be announced.

So U wanna' B A MODEL!!
First you need a port~lio.

Hilltopics

'
BECOME A PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR.
LEARN THE FACTS ABOUT AI DS AND
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDG.E WITH THE
COMMUNITY.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

•

f±ilJt_op/Fridoy, Morch 17. 19B9

Zip: _ _ __ _____

---

bone!

AUDrbONS:

Tha. MAR. 30 · 5:00 PM

'

"''.:llNR 1'8 E D.C.

We Work Around Class Schedules!
\ 'Je're Concerned About Your Edl·cation!

Pizza· HL-t®.Delivery Is hiring!
"

We're looking for regular part time
employees to work mnstly weekends.
flexibl~ hours starting at $4.88 per hour.
"
I
'

~======= =-==== ==I

C )NX .llJlMOBY

Apply at:

2001 E. Canltol
tntranr:e-Gaw 2)
WuhfoOoD, DC

4205 Georgia Ave. NW

(Main

Info: Maria Ramsey
Read-Poland Associates
(202) 223·5663

•

Eo0AL EMPLO'l'MENT OPPOATUNITY -

. - ·---"·,

Mlf

..

•

